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Students banned
from pro-life talk
ASHLEY DENUZZO
LOCAL AND NATIONAL EDITOR

Stephen Woodworth’s last visit to
the University of Waterloo was certainly memorable.
In March 2013, the Kitchener
Centre MP spoke in favour of Motion 312 — the motion which asks
Canada’s Criminal Code to define a
person human from the moment of
conception.
However, his lecture ended
early due to protestors interrupting the event and causing what
Woodsworth described as “lawless
behaviour.”
He was invited back to UW campus Thursday evening to finish his
discussion and raise some of his
points again.
But this time was different.
There were heavy police regulations and restrictions as to who
could attend the event.
Ethan Jackson, a student at Wilfrid Laurier University, was not in
attendance Thursday on the account
that he has been banned from UW’s
campus.
Jackson, 21, was a vocal protestor at Woodworth’s visit in March,
dressing up in a giant costume of female genitalia.
“It was a performance to make
it known that we did not want to
be quiet,” Jackson explained. “We
wanted to disrupt the lecture; that is
valid and that is what we did.”
Now, questions of censorship
have arisen as a result of the many
restrictions that took place Thursday evening.
Aside from the multiple police
patrolling the event, attendees were
only permitted inside the talk if they
were on a list and questions were
only asked during the forum if they
were written on a piece of paper
first.
Local, page 6

To walk or not to walk
This week’s ‘Weigh-in’ debates
whether or not students should
uphold a campus tradition
Opinion, page 17

‘Mo town at Laurier
Laurier students once again grow
their ‘staches out for the annual
Movember cause
Campus, page 4
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Laurier’s women’s basketball team win twice over the weekend while the men split their two games.

Motion supports housing strategy
Cities and regions call for a national strategy to address housing affordability
“And no matter what
gets built, the list
doesn’t get any smaller.”

—Ken Seiling, Waterloo Region chair

LINDSAY PURCHASE
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Regional council is set to take a renewed look at affordable housing
across its cities — and across the
country.
Last week at the regional council
meeting, Kitchener Mayor Carl Zehr
put forth a proposal in support of a
campaign by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities called Fixing
Canada’s Housing Crunch. It will
be voted on by council today. FCM
is pushing for a long-term federal
housing plan and the continuation
of existing funds that are soon set to
expire.
Explaining some of the motivation for the campaign, Waterloo Region chair Ken Seiling explained,

“Some of the federal programs are
expiring in the next few years and
there’s no indication that the federal
government is going to reinvest that
money back into housing. And the
result of that will be a major loss of
funding for the building of affordable housing.”
It’s a problem that could impact
communities across Canada, including those in Waterloo Region.
“I think it’s fair to say housing
is extremely important to Canadians,” said Barry Vrbanovic, Kitchener city councillor and former FCM
president. “Our cities and communities are looking for a stable and
secure housing market, because
that ultimately helps create jobs, attract workers, meet needs of folks
like seniors and young families in

particular and also helps keep some
of our most vulnerable citizens off
the streets.”
Vrbanovic put forth a motion
on Tuesday in a Kitchener council
meeting calling for support for a national housing strategy, which was
passed.
Housing continues to be a pressing problem in Waterloo Region
where, despite its overall affluence,
over 3,000 people are on the waitlist
for affordable housing.
“And no matter what gets built,
the list doesn’t get any smaller,” said
Seiling.
Part of the problem, Vrbanovic
believes, is that development has
been primarily focused across the
News, page 3

Understanding Syria
Opinion Editor Dani Saad takes a
look into the Syrian conflict and
its impact around the world
Features, page 10-11
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If you had an invisibility cloak, what would
you use it for?

“I’d hide from my exams.”
– Natalie Cluthe
fourth-year, English

@cordnews
@cordarts
@cordsports
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A camel makes an appearance at the annual Santa Claus parade in Uptown Waterloo on Saturday.

“I’d sneak in to an airplane so I could travel.”
– Hailey Boden
third-year, kinesiology
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“Try to run the world.”
– Jalal Gairey
third-year, philosophy
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“I’d steal from the rich
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– Sammi Pun
second-year, environmental studies
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Preamble to The Cord
constitution
The Cord will keep faith with its readers by presenting news and
expressions of opinions comprehensively, accurately and fairly. The
Cord believes in a balanced and impartial presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall uphold all commonly held ethical
conventions of journalism. When an error of omission or of commission has occurred, that error shall be acknowledged promptly.
When statements are made that are critical of an individual, or an
organization, we shall give those affected the opportunity to reply
at the earliest time possible. Ethical journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts of interest and the appearance of
conflicts of interest will be avoided by all staff.

Luke Barrett
Kevin Do
Bailey Gembom

WLUSP administration

Compiled by Ryan Hueglin

Opinions expressed within The Cord are those of the author and
do not necessarily refl ect those of the editorial board, The Cord,
WLUSP, WLU or CanWeb Printing Inc. All content appearing in The
Cord bears the copyright expressly of their creator(s) and may not be
used without written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running Mac OS
X 10.5 using Adobe Creative Suite 4. Canon cameras are used for
principal photography.
The Cord has been a proud member of the Ontario Press Council
since 2006. Any unsatisfi ed complaints can be sent to the council at
info@ontpress.com.
The Cord’s circulation for a normal Wednesday
issue is 8,000 copies and enjoys a readership of
over 10,000. Cord subscription rates are $20.00
per term for addresses within Canada.
The Cord has been a proud member of the Canadian University Press (CUP)since 2004.

The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world around it,
and so The Cord will attempt to cover its world with a special focus
on Wilfrid Laurier University, and the community of KitchenerWaterloo, and with a special ear to the concerns of the students of
Wilfrid Laurier University. Ultimately, The Cord will be bound by
neither philosophy nor geography in its mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to foster freedom of the press and
freedom of speech. This obligation is best fulfi lled when debate and
dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper,
and through The Cord’s contact with the student body.
The Cord will always attempt to do what is right, with fear of neither
repercussions, nor retaliation. The purpose of the student press is to
act as an agent of social awareness, and so shall conduct the affairs
of our newspaper.

Quote of the week:
“You have a very nice mouth, Dani.”
- Local and National editor Ashley Denuzzo to Opinion Editor Dani Saad on
the appearance of his mouth
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Local affordable
housing falls short
—cover
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To strengthen the Smoke-Free Ontario Act, the government has proposed banning flavoured tobacco.

Tobacco use under fire
Ontario proposes stricter smoking and tobacco product rules
LAURA BUCK
LEAD REPORTER

The Ontario government has rolled
out new legislation this week aiming to reduce the provincial smoking
rate to the lowest in Canada.
The Youth Smoking Prevention Act proposes new regulations
with the goal of strengthening the
Smoke-Free Ontario Act.
If passed, the Act would prohibit smoking on restaurant patios
and sports fields, in outdoor playgrounds and it would double the
fines for those who sell tobacco to
youth, making Ontario’s penalties
the highest in the country.
The Act would also ban the sale of
flavoured tobacco products and prohibit tobacco sales on post-secondary education campuses.
Alberta minister of health, Fred
Horne, is in support of the proposed
Ontario bill. Matthew Grant, media
spokesperson, spoke on behalf of
minister Horne and explained that
the support for the Ontario legislation arises from concern regarding
youth tobacco use.
“Our rationale,” Grant said,

“is to protect children and young
people from the effects of tobacco
products.”
Grant elaborated that health professionals believe there is a correlation between the use of flavoured
tobacco products in youth, and an
increased likelihood of continued
tobacco use into adulthood.
The province of Alberta has also
introduced similar legislation to the
Youth Smoking Prevention Act, Bill
206 the Tobacco Reduction Amendment Act.
“Our government here has
pledged to support the legislation in
Ontario,” Grant added.
Beverly Wessel, a fourth-year
student at Wilfrid Laurier University, believes that the proposed legislation to ban flavoured tobacco
products is targeting an appropriate
demographic.
“I think people think of [flavoured
tobacco] as not as serious as actual
cigarettes and not as harmful,” she
said. “So a lot of young people buy
them.”
Each year, tobacco use results in
the death of 13,000 Ontarians, the
equivalent of 36 lives per day.

Tobacco-related disease also
costs Ontario taxpayers an estimated $1.9 billion in health care
costs and an additional $5.8 billion in indirect costs such as lost
productivity.
Deb Matthews, minister of health
and long-term care for the Ontario
government strongly advocated for
the approval of this legislation.
“We are taking strong action to
prevent young people from becoming addicted to tobacco in the first
place,” Matthews said in a media
statement. “The passage of this legislation would be another big step
toward our government’s goal for
Ontario to have the lowest smoking
rate in the country.”
However, not everyone is in support of this motion.
Mike Fishback, a student at Conestoga College, was critical of the
proposed legislation.
“I think it’s stupid and I don’t
think it will be effective,” Fishback
said. “Putting a ban on flavoured
tobacco won’t stop people from getting tobacco products elsewhere.”
“I think tax payer money could be
spent on different things.”

region on student housing and
ownership condos.
“What we haven’t seen a great
deal of is rental housing going up.
There has been some, but not a lot,”
he said.
The Region is now in its second
phase of a plan for developing affordable and supportive housing
units, and is working toward creating 500 units in addition to a previously-developed 1,500.
Affordability is part of a broader
conversation about housing stability, which requires more than cheap
rent.
“We know that in order for people
to have housing stability, they need
three things: they need adequate
income, they need adequate housing and adequate access to support,”
said Lynn Macauley, the initiatives
coordinator for local organization
the Housing and Homelessness
Umbrella Group (HHUG).
Quality and safety of housing, as
well as the number of people who
may have to share a residence, can
be tied to issues of affordability.
While Macauley noted that all
levels of government can play a
role, she expressed the need for the

“We really need [the
federal government]
to come to the table on
this.”

—Lynn Macauley, initiatives coordinator for the Housing and Homelessness
Umbrella Group

federal government to take a lead in
funding.
“It would be great if they were the
ones providing some leadership and
setting some standards,” she said.
“We really need them to come to the
table on this.”
Macauley continued, “It’s really, quite frankly, on the international front, becoming quite an
embarrassment.”
Annual federal funding for housing is soon set to expire, which could
lead to drops in funding of $500 million a year between 2014 and 2019.

JODY WAARDENBURG LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

Kitchener voted to support a FCM campaign for a housing strategy.

CAS contract talks moving on to mediation
LINDSAY PURCHASE
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

A date has been set for Contract
Academic Staff (CAS) representatives and Wilfrid Laurier University officials to return to contract
negotiations.
The parties will meet for mediation on Nov. 26, only two days before CAS is in a legal strike position
and the university is in a legal lockout position.
“The university is glad to be getting back to the bargaining table.
You can’t reach a deal unless both
sides are talking,” said Kevin Crowley, the acting assistant vice president for communications, public
affairs and marketing at Laurier.
“So we’re glad that WLUFA [Wilfrid
Laurier University Faculty Association] has agreed to meet with us
with a mediator.”
A mediator, according to WLUFA
president William Salatka, has more
power than a conciliator — through
which two previous meetings were

LENA YANG GRAPHICS EDITOR

conducted — and helps to put more
pressure on negotiations.
“It works toward getting the parties to get to an agreement, because
we don’t want a lock-out, the administration doesn’t want a strike,
so it makes it more important to get
some kind of agreement at the bargaining table,” he said. “So I think
it’s positive in the sense that it’ll

help to motivate both sides to get to
an agreement.”
CAS was granted a No Board report from the provincial ministry of
labour last week, granting them the
ability to move into a legal strike position after 20 days.
90.6 per cent of CAS voted in favour of allowing the WLUFA executive to authorize a strike, if needed.

“At this point, we’re nowhere near
a strike, because we’re planning to
meet at the table,” Salatka clarified.
“Again, it’s something that’s a normal part of bargaining. The members are sending the signal to the
administration that … they’re talking to over 300, 400 people.”
“It’s not 90 per cent of all CAS
members, it’s 90 per cent of those

who showed up to vote,” said
Crowley.
“The union can’t move forward without healthy support
from its membership. So it’s not
unexpected.”
Salatka said that while he didn’t
know the exact numbers, there was
a high turnout for the vote.
While the university is not anticipating a strike at this point, Crowley
said they will be prepared and will
communicate frequently with students if such a situation does arise.
“We have to be responsible and
we have to be prudent. We will be
communicating loudly and regularly
with students if it’s coming down
to the wire and it doesn’t look like a
deal’s going to get done,” he said.
“Our students are our first priority. We’ll be communicating with
them and we’ll be doing everything
we can to make sure they’re not
inconvenienced should the CAS
choose to go on strike.”
WLUFA and the university have
met more than 20 times since May.
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Mo’s start men’s
health discourse
Campus News Editor
Marissa Evans
mevans@thecord.ca

KAITLYN SEVERIN
STAFF WRITER

As men globally are growing out
their moustaches to support men’s
cancer, Wilfrid Laurier University
students are joining in the Movember campaign and recognizing how
it supports mental health.
GianPaul Delle Donne, a fourthyear psychology and business management student, and Andrew Myles, a fourth-year geography student,
are running the Laurier Movember
campaign this year.
Currently, 600 to 700 students
are on their network raising money,
while it’s estimated around 1,500
students at Laurier are participating
in Movember. Since the beginning
of the month, Laurier has raised
over $17,000, with the overall goal
being $50,000.
A new part of the campaign this
year is a competition between all
Laurier residences to raise the most
money for Movember. In 2012, Delle
Donne and Myles began a competition between the residences they
were donning in. Now it has spread
throughout campus.
Rather than just focusing on
growing out the facial hair, Delle
Donne and Myles are gearing the
campaign towards promoting mental health among men.

“Guys don’t talk about it,” Myles
said about mental health. “Sitting
down and talking about cancer and
mental health is not a fun topic and
the reason why I pushed myself to
do this Movember is to be able to sit
down and have that conversation.”
Myles, a survivor of testicular cancer and a past don of Little
House, has been doing Movember
for two years.
Last year, he raised over $6,000
by participating in Movember but
claims this year has been more successful because of his experience
with testicular cancer. He explained
that he is now able to apply his
knowledge to advise men on how
they can check themselves to make
sure they are cancer-free.
Delle Donne, a past don of Bricker
Residence and now a don of Spruce
Street Residence, has been participating in Movember for three years.
“We can look at monetary
amounts as much as we want, but I
think it’s much more important to
have those conversations now and I
think that’s what we’re trying to gear
towards rather than just squeezing
every penny out of everybody,” Delle
Donne said about the campaign.
“It’s not just about the money
that’s being raised, it’s also about
taking those conversations and taking it somewhere further,” Myles

ANDRIANA VINNITCHOK STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

GianPaul Delle Donne and Andrew Myles are running Laurier’s Movember campaign this year.

added.
Students have been involved in
the residence campaign through
fundraising and growing ‘staches.
“In high school, the campaign was
to just grow out your facial hair, but
now knowing that there’s a story behind it means more to me,” said Rutik Patel, a first-year biology student

Going
plasticfree

campaign makes you want to help
out as much as possible.”
To participate in the Laurier Movember campaign, you can follow
their official Twitter page, @MovemberWLU, or like their Facebook
page. They are also having a Movember themed night at Wilf’s on
November 27.

Study help grows
The Long Night Against Procrastination
expands its services in its second year
VIRGINIA TREMAINE
STAFF WRITER

BRYAN STEPHENS
LEAD REPORTER

Last Wednesday saw the Ecohawks
administer their Lug-a-Mug campaign on campus. The event, hosted in the Schlegel Centre atrium,
was aimed at informing the Laurier
community about the issues of disposable drinking mugs, as well as
promoting the water filling stations
found throughout the Laurier and
Brantford campuses.
As part of the campaign, students
were given the opportunity to win
a reusable travel mug. Additionally,
the Ecohawks on both campuses
teamed up with their respective
bookstores.
“The bookstores on both campuses were having a sale on reusable bottles and people could buy a
tax-free reusable bottle at that time.
It’s a multi-campus initiative,” explained Susie Turner, internal affairs
executive for the Ecohawks.
The Lug-a-Mug campaign is
a larger part of the water bottle
phase-out plan that has been in development since last year.
“Starting last year, the plan is in
the research and awareness process
at the moment,” Turner said. “The
Ecohawks have been compiling research from various other schools,
doing research on sustainability
practices, as well as exploring the
benefits of going plastic water bottle
free. From that, we have put together a proposal to give to the Students’
Union as well as the administrator
of the university.”
Last week’s campaign was the official launch of the plan.
Turner said the idea for the initiative came from a variety of sources.
“It’s partially an idea to support

who is helping out with his residence’s Movember campaign.
“The lack of ability to grow facial
hair has you looking for more ways
to support a good cause,” said Tenae
Coward, a first-year BBA and financial math student who is supporting
Movember at his residence. “Seeing
people on your floor supporting the

LENA YANG GRAPHICS EDITOR

the university in its sustainability initiative and identity, as well as
bring greater awareness in an environment with so many people that
are willing to listen and to learn.”
Turner referred to a poll university affairs and the Students’ Union
sent out to students last year, which
included a question about whether
students supported a plastic water
bottle free environment.
“From the 2,000 people who participated in the poll from both the
Brantford and Waterloo campuses,
75 per cent were in support,” Turner
said.
Speaking of the other 25 per cent
who were not in favour of the initiative, Turner believes it represents
the other side of the debate.
“This partially comes from students that are wary of not having the
convenience of plastic bottles and
from the uncertainty of whether tap
water is safe enough to drink. There
is the perception that bottled water
is safer to drink.”
Stephanie Osborne, events executive for the Ecohawks, also sees students’ reluctance from the point of
view of convenience.

“Some people think that if they
don’t buy water, they will instead
buy Coke or other drinks like that for
the sake of expedience.”
Turner believes combating these
views is a matter of awareness.
“It’s about making sure there is
awareness among students about
the realities of tap water versus bottled water. For example, most companies that sell water in plastic bottles do not test and regulate to the
same extent that tap water is tested.
It’s a matter of making knowledge
like that known.”
The response for the Lug-a-Mug
campaign, from the perspectives of
Osborne and Turner, was successful
in its outreach to the students.
“The students who came out on
Wednesday seemed interested and
in favour of the campaign we are
trying to put forward,” Osborne said.
Turner added, “Far from over, the
campaign is a part of a larger cultural change we want to happen in the
next few years, in which we make
students and faculty aware that the
university is prepared to make the
transition to a plastic water bottle
free environment.”

With the end of the fall term drawing near, the Writing Centre hosted
their second Long Night Against
Procrastination (LNAP) on Nov. 14
to help students focus on completing any final assignments, papers or
studying they might have.
“I think it helps to build better
habits,” said Boba Samuels, Writing Centre manager. “If we can get
students used to the idea that there
are all of these support services
out there, like the Math Centre, the
Writing Centre and [supplemental
instruction], then hopefully they will
use that next term as well.”
The event ran from 8:00 p.m. on
Thursday until 8:00 a.m. Friday and
was held in the Student Leadership
Centre in the 24 Hour Lounge. For
the full 12 hours all of the students
that attended the event had access
to tutors to assist with writing,math
and study skills.
“It’s grown a lot from last year,”
said writing consultant Jordana
Garbati. “We have about 13 tutors on
shift at any time: six or seven from
the Writing Centre, a couple from
math, and the rest from SI.”
The Writing Centre held its first
LNAP in March 2013. According to Samuels, LNAP hailed such
positive feedback from students last
year that they decided to expand
their academic aid offerings so that
more students could participate.
This meant collaborating with the
Mathematics Assistance Centre and
Study Skills and Supplemental Instruction Centre (SSC).
On the same night, LNAP also
took place for the first time at the
Brantford Campus.
“I’m trying to conquer my second
assignment for history,” said firstyear business student, Riley Campbell. “I heard about this from my TA

“I think it helps build
better study habits.”

—Boba Samuels, Writing Centre
manager

[Teaching Assistant] and it’s been
very helpful.”
“I like it; it’s comfortable,” commented Jamie Geisler, a first-year
economics major who was working
on his new venture assignment at
the event. “It’s easy to go up and talk
to [the tutors], and they are easy to
find when you need them.”
The organizers of LNAP embraced the feeling of community
that was adopted in the 24 Lounge
as the event progressed and enjoyed
seeing students feeling comfortable
interacting with the tutors and writing assistants.
“I think there is lots of energy,
students are really appreciative to
have the tutors on-hand and the tutors are all so friendly and willing to
help,” observed Garbati a few hours
into the event.
By the end of the event, Garbati
estimated that about 250 students
were able to find some academic
help which was an increase from
last year’s estimate of 50.
“I feel so much more confident
after going up, asking a few questions and leaving with answers,” remarked first-year kinesiology student and varsity athlete Cam Janzen.
“I’d recommend it to anyone.”
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Local food links
to global systems
Centre launch explores food sustainability
LINDSAY PURCHASE
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

What is sustainability? And how
does this relate to food systems?
These were some of the questions posed to panellists whose
discussion opened up the launch of
Wilfrid Laurier University’s Centre
for Sustainable Food Systems last
Thursday.
“We’re really excited about the
launch, there were a lot of people
there,” said Alison Blay-Palmer, a
professor and the founding director for the centre. “A good crosssection between academics and also
students.”
Each of the four panellists provided a unique take on the terms.
For Randy Whittaker, general
manager for the Ontario Natural
Food Co-op, sustainability is about
something that can last forever.
This, however, must take into consideration value chains and the social, economic and environmental
context of the present reality.
“A food system that is sustainable cannot exist in a vacuum,” said
Whittaker. “And so, we think of sustainable food systems and we’re trying to create that over here, but it
also has to exist within a sustainable
economic system, a sustainable political system that values long-term
decisions, a sustainable healthcare
system and sustainable educational
system, just to name a few.”
For example, according to Whittaker, approximately 70 per cent of
food is sold through supermarkets.
Considerations like these must be
accounted for when moving toward
sustainable food systems.
Echoing the importance of creating linkages between food and
economics, panellist Simon Dalby
emphasized political and economic
conditions as a factor of climate
change and food systems.
“Thinking about food goes to the
heart of personal security, it goes to
the heart of politics and the economy,” he emphasized, drawing on
land grabs as an example of how
these sectors interact with food.
For others, emphasizing the individual or the local is equally

“We hope to educate
people about supporting
food systems that are
healthy for themselves
and their local communities.”
—Alison Blay-Palmer, professor and
founding director for the centre
important as looking at the broader
picture.
“The way I often define sustainability, it’s simply looking at what
things you as an individual value
and then going around and nurturing those,” said Av Singh, an organic
agriculture expert. “Nurturing the
relationships that you have, nurturing the possessions that you have,
nurturing the values that you have.”
Singh expressed that it’s important to think small and not just focus
on grand narratives, which helps the
individual find solutions.
PhD student and farmer Theresa
Schumilas added, “It is a system
where we continuously repair subterranean and terranean relations
with near and distant others and
with near and distant natures.”
With the establishment of the
centre, researchers hope to make
connections from the local to
the global through research and
education.
“We hope to educate people about
supporting food systems that are
healthy for themselves and their local communities and to do research
about that, and to share that research into communities across the
province, across Canada and into
the global network we’ve established. And also to learn from those
networks,” said Blay-Palmer.
“It’s sort of a constant flow of
knowledge and research.”
The event also featured a reception with locally-grown food prepared by the Seven Shores Cafe and
a keynote address by Bryan Gilvesy.
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No penalty for online notes
MARISSA EVANS
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Two weeks ago, an incident of academic misconduct was brought to
the attention of deans across faculties at Wilfrid Laurier University.
The infraction involved copyrighted publishers’ material — that
pertained to bachelor of business
and administration (BBA) courses
— which was found on two notesharing websites in particular: a
BBA Dropbox folder and “WLU
Notes,” a site that featured courses from business, arts and science
faculties.
Both sites were taken down
shortly after the misconduct was
discovered. As well, at least one
publisher announced they would be
undertaking investigations.
Kim Morouney, associate dean of
business, academic programs and
association professor at Laurier,
spoke to developments in the case.
“We have not heard anything
back from the publishers,” said
Morouney. “That’s not really a
surprise.”
She explained that they did receive a name from the publisher which Morouney already had
knowledge of. Though she sent the
individual an email, they are no longer a student and so she said, “There
is not much else [she] could do.”
As a result of the incident, there

were two courses that Morouney
had knowledge of that were concerned about the impact of unauthorized material being available to
students as it may have given them
an unfair advantage.
She explained that, at times there
are performance anomalies across
sections on a particular test, but that
this is not abnormal and could be
due to a number of reasons.
“To me it’s not unusual that there
would be differences between sections and I don’t think we can prove
that there were any differences due
to access to unauthorized material,”
Morouney said.
She doesn’t believe that much else
will happen in terms of an investigation into the incident.
“That to me is the main take
away: is that maybe now students
are better informed and maybe faculty are better informed.”
Though several arts courses were
also available on the “WLU Notes,”
the site was taken down before Mercedes Rowinsky-Geurts, associate
dean of student affairs and special
projects for the faculty of arts, could
investigate for copyrighted material.
Since then, she has met with a
student about another note-sharing
site, called “One Class,” which he
had been posting his notes to.
The student was not penalized,
but Rowinsky-Geurts explained the
concern she had with his actions:

that if a student uses their notes to
write an essay and then posts those
notes online, another student may
use those notes without quoting
their source and both are charged
with plagiarism.
“Keep everything under wrap,”
Rowinsky-Geurts said of the advice she gave him. “I mean sharing
notes of any kind or ideas. If you’re
exploring a theme for an essay, do
not share.”
“I think it’s a message we need to
spread with students,” she continued. “It’s not being selfish, it’s not
being a bad friend. It’s that this is
your own work.”
As of now, she said the case has
been closed and no further investigation will be conducted in terms of
any of the websites.
Morouney, however, expressed
her endorsement of students sharing notes.
“I actually think it’s really helpful
for students to work together. And
working together virtually is fine.”
But Morouney emphasized the
difference between accessing someone else’s notes to help supplement
your understanding versus accessing notes to substitute for your own
work.
“Students have to realize there
isn’t a shortcut. So if you’re looking
on those study sites for a shortcut
then it doesn’t make sense to your
own performance.”

Priority given to self-care
Wellness Week initiatives support grad students under pressure
MARISSA EVANS
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
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On Tuesday, therapy dogs were brought in to help reduce stress.

Graduate students at Wilfrid Laurier University this week are getting free massages, yoga classes and
visits from therapy dogs as part of
the Graduate Students’ Association
(GSA) Wellness Week. The week
runs from Nov. 18-22 and is meant
to promote health and wellness
among Laurier’s graduate students.
The event ran for the first time
last fall and has since become semiannual, being run once per term.
Kayleigh Abbott, student affairs director of the GSA’s Wellness
Team, explained that this term they
are taking a more holistic approach
to well-being by offering a variety of
events that address many aspects of
health and wellness.
Such events include registered
massage therapy, reflexology, meditation, candy and therapy dogs.
“We’re just trying to approach the
well-being of graduate students in
different ways,” Abbott continued.
“Because some things work for different people when it comes to relieving stress.”
On top of adding more variety
to the events this term, they have
also lengthened the schedule to

accommodate more student schedules and programs.
They also have a prize portion to
the week. Students are presented
with a bingo card to get signed off
at each event they attend. Prizes include five free hot yoga passes to
Moksha Yoga, a yoga mat and other
free yoga class passes.
“We have a couple of partners in
the community that helped donate
toward our Wellness Week, which is
really nice,” Abbott said.
Moksha Yoga was one such partnership. As well, the registered
massage therapists (RMTs) offered
their services at a reduced rate.
The Kitchener and Brantford
campuses are also being engaged,
with goody bags to the faculty of social work students in Kitchener and
free massages to the 23 graduate
students in Brantford.
“We recognise that not all students take a break,” added Domenica De Pasquale, academic and
research director of the Wellness
Team. “So part of our programming
is that we will go and stop by some
of the student spaces and drop off
little candy treats with inspirational
quotes on them.”
Generally, the week runs around
the third week of November and

March.
“The GSA just feels that this period of time is really stressful for students,” said De Pasquale. “We want
them to take a short break. And say,
you know, it’s okay to take a break.”
Suvi Ylanko and Leanne Metsa
are two masters of music therapy
students who attended massage
therapy together on Tuesday.
“I think it’s a great initiative,” said
Metsa. “We’re studying music therapy, so we learn about self-care. So
it’s kind of nice that there is something provided to grad students.”
Ylanko commented on the purpose of the week, saying, “The
whole self-care thing is very important, especially for students. I feel
like a lot of students do self-care,
but to a degree.”
She explained how many students
probably think effective self-care is
watching Netflix. But she believes
they are missing out on other levels.
She liked that the GSA was taking
a more holistic approach with the
week to address this.
“I’m hoping we can give them a
couple of options to get their stress
levels back down to ‘normal,’ so that
it makes their experience a little
bit better here at Laurier,” noted
Abbott.
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Upgrades considered for King St. N
ASHLEY DENUZZO
LOCAL AND NATIONAL EDITOR

Collectively, the City of Waterloo
and Region of Waterloo have budgeted roughly $3 million to improve
Waterloo’s streetscape.
It started in 2010, when an environmental assessment planned improvements for Uptown Waterloo
along King Street North from Erb
Street to Central Street.
Since then, much information has
been collected, focusing primarily
on existing conditions and potential
“servicing needs” in Waterloo.
Last Wednesday, a third public
consultation was held to showcase
changes that are being planned for
the street, as well as to consider
streetscape improvements.
Essentially, the event was for citizens to learn more about what is to
come with King Street North.
“The purpose of this is to get
some input from as many people
as we can and what we’re proposing to do with that street,” said Don
Drackley, uptown streetscape project manager and a transportation
planner at the IBI Group, an engineering and planning practice.
“Uptown Waterloo is going to
change in the next ten years and all
we’re doing is trying to make sure
that it is working for you.”
The Streetscape Improvement
Project has several objectives. The
project aims to make King Street
North more accessible for all modes
of transportation and to co-ordinate
streetscape design elements that
improve the quality of business life
in the Region of Waterloo.
There is also an emphasis in
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Community members attended a third public hearing to consider road changes on King Street North.

creating an environment that offers
a safe and accessible place to “work,
live, shop, learn and play.”
“The section of King Street between Erb and University has some
of the worst collision history in the
Region of Waterloo,” Drackley said.
King Street and Willis Way to Erb
Street are ranked number one for
collisions involving buses, and King
and Dupont Streets have the most
collisions with parked cars.
The King and Bridgeport Road

intersection also has the second
highest rates of pedestrian-related
collisions.
“The traffic conditions in terms
of vehicle and safety has not been
good enough in Uptown Waterloo,”
he added.
Proposed changes include replacing existing street lighting –
which are reportedly thirty years
old - replacing existing sidewalks,
increasing accessibility, design
“complete streets” for all modes of

transportation and reconstructing the infrastructure of King Street
North.
These “reconstructions” could
very well include creating one lane
per direction and left turn lanes approaching Erb Street and Bridgeport
or a continuous two-way left turn
lane, on-street parking and dedicated bike lanes.
“There’s actually two projects,”
explained Barb Magee Turner,
project manager from the City of

Waterloo.
“The city-initiated project is the
King Street North Improvement
project and it is an environmental
assessment looking at ways to improve the street from basically the
ION Tracks,” she said.
“The second project from Central
[St.] to University Ave is a regional
initiative and it, too, is looking at
streetscape improvements.”
Both teams are trying to address
creating a better street for all modes
of transportation.
After Wednesday’s public meeting, the information collected will
be configured with the project team
and see what kind of recommendations they can make.
Then, the team will bring their issues to city and regional councils.
“If everything goes as planned,
some construction will happen in
2014 and some will finish in 2015,”
Drackley said. “But this is just the
section from the LRT tracks to Central,” Drackley said.
“The section from Central to University Ave is not scheduled for construction until 2019.”
It is estimated that the proposed
changes to King Street North would
cause the diversion of an additional
5 to 15 per cent of Uptown traffic to
seek alternative routes.
Based on a predicted year of 2031,
this diversion would tally up to a
“projected volume of 1800 vehicles”
in the evening peak hour period.
“We’ve got an awful lot of people
moving into the neighbourhood
who are going to want to walk inside the neighbourhood,” Magee
Turner said. ”That’s what tonight is
all about.”

Questions of censorship
arise from pro-life event
—cover

Jane Richard, the president of
K-W Right to Life explained her
thoughts as to whether Thursday’s
discussion violated freedom of
speech.
“Censorship was only necessary
because [protestors] violated their
end of it the previous year,” she said.
“There can be protesting, but what
isn’t right is to shut the speaker
down and have the authorities come
in and say that he should be shut
down instead of the protestors.”
She continued to explain that the
MP was unable to be heard during
his first visit due to loud shouting
and hollering.
“It was quite a show, there was a
guy dressed up like a vagina,” she
added.
“The language and the demeanor and forwardness was very, very
disruptive.”
Jackson explained that the demonstration was a collective decision
from around 50 participants. This
group wanted to speak out not only
against Motion 312, but the act of
censorship itself.
“There were different points
where the group would put on fake
feminine pads and products and circle [Woodworth] and take over the
podium,” he elaborated. “That was
the time where I put on the vulva
costume.”
“I joined them at the front [and]
Stephen Woodworth took a sip of
his water and called me ‘disgusting,’
which is what made me go off,” he
continued.
Since then, Jackson has been
banned from UW campus and faces a $10,000 fine if he protests on

“I felt an obligation to
come back to demonstrate that no one needs
to be intimidated by
those who wish to suppress free speech.”
—Stephen Woodworth, MP for Kitchener Centre

campus again.
He firmly believes this is a violation of free speech.
“They have done everything in
their power as a university to limit
who can speak and through various
methods and procedures, through
each keynote speaker event, they put
in notifications saying what you can
and cannot attend, what you can or
cannot say,” Jackson said.
“I mean you have to pre-sign up
to even be there.”
In response to Jackson’s accusations of speech impediment, Woodworth explained that last year’s protest could be considered a form of

censorship on his side.
“I felt an obligation to come back
to demonstrate that no one needs to
be intimidated by those who wish to
suppress free speech,” Woodworth
said.
“I wasn’t able to complete my
remarks.”
Woodworth continued that the
restrictions put in place Thursday
evening were done so as to allow the
opportunity for him to speak freely
without any interruptions.
“Unfortunately that means doing things by the book and it means
protection for those who wish to
speak freely,” he said.
“It would be nice if we lived in a
world where no one acted in an evil
or lawless way, but we don’t live in
such a world and we need the ability to protect those who want to go
about these ways peacefully.”
He continued to explain that in
the appropriate setting,
Woodworth would be more than
willing to have an open dialogue
for those who “want to reach out”
to him.
“I don’t turn down invitations,”
Woodworth said. “If some legitimate group doesn’t agree with me
and wants to have a public event,
I have never turned down such a
thing.”
“The only requirement I have is
that it is respectful and lawful.”
Jackson, however, explained that
Woodworth has not responded to
any of his multiple requests.
““I’ve left some letters for Stephen
Woodworth,” he said.
“And it could very well be that he’s
never received them because of his
office, but no, I haven’t gotten anything back.”

COURTESY OF THE IMPRINT

Demonstrators interrupt Woodworth’s lecture on pro-life in March.
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Single contender
left for Boathouse
Competition drops for venue takeover
H.G. WATSON
C.C.E. EDITOR-IN-CHief

heather davidson photography manager

Waterloo Regional Police present budgetary changes to accommodate budget restraints in Region.

Police face budget cuts
matt montopoli
cord news

The Waterloo Regional Police Service announced its preliminary budget last week, presenting a 4.7 per
cent increase to the police services
board.
However, Matthew Torigian, the
Chief of Police, explained that this
number is significantly lower than
the 7.3 per cent increase sustained
in 2012.
“Actually, the budget is not increasing,” Torigian said. “As a result
of decisions made by the board, the
number of police officers are being
reduced due to budget restraints in
the region. The [Waterloo Regional
Police Services] Board is asking us
to do with less.”
Composed of seven people - three
regional counsellors and four civilians – the board sets policies for the
police, with one of their responsibilities being setting the budget.
“It is a very difficult budget year
for the board and the regional
council,” he said. “They are trying
to invest in different areas of the

community while keeping the tax
impact low.”
“So they aren’t reducing our budget so much as reducing the tax impact of the budget.”
For a 4.7 per cent increase in the
police budget, there must be a 1.1
per cent increase in a tax payer’s tax.
This increase comes out to a $17 addition in a household’s taxes.
Torigian commented that the reason the regional council wanted a
tax impact reduction from the police
force is due to declining economic
growth in the Waterloo region from
2012 to 2013.
“This lack of growth always
causes a problem,” he said.
The Region of Waterloo is aiming to cap property tax increases
for 2014 at 2.8 per cent, including a
budget increase of 0.9 per cent for
WRPS. Board members would like
to see the police budget cut by about
$1 million.
Crime rates have reportedly not
been increasing in the region. The
crime stats are released every July
and Torigian was proud to state that
there was a significant decline in

violent crimes from 2011 to 2012.
“It is still too early to see how
2013 is going to compare to 2012,
but overall we have a very safe community,” he said.
Despite this, Torigian commented that there have been seven
homicides this year as opposed to
the three-to-four average seen in
past years. “Right now, we don’t
have enough homicide investigators to handle all that, so we start
pulling from other areas of the
organization.”
Here, the fluidity of the organization comes into view. “We can have
criminal investigators come in to
assist the detectives, while patrol
officers move to back up the criminal investigators’s operations.”
According to Torigian, 86 per cent
of the police budget goes towards
wages.
“At our core, we are a human service provider,” he said. “And with
that comes increased expenses.”
The Region of Waterloo will be
discussing service and staffing
cuts for 2014 at the Nov. 20 council
meeting.

Only one group remains in the running to take over The Boathouse, a
beleaguered music venue sitting on
prime real estate in Victoria Park in
Kitchener.
Glenn Smith, the owner of Ethel’s
Lounge, and Danny Michel, a local, Juno-nominated musician, announced on their Facebook page
Tuesday that they were dropping out
of the bidding process because the
scope of the project and renovations
needed for the building were too
much for the pair to take on.
“We feel it is not possible to move
forward without a level of risk that
would be unacceptable for all of us,”
they wrote.
Smith told The Cord earlier this
month that he thought that the
Boathouse was a “cool spot” to open
a new business.
“It’s a cool thing and I think it
would be fun to do,” he said.
The pair had planned to call their
restaurant The Jubilee Music Hall,
named after the street the venue is
found on.
It was previously reported that
the final bids had come down to two
proposals, one put forward by Smith
and Michel and another put forward
by a trio of small businessmen:
Bill MacTavish, the owner of Imbibe Restaurant and Cory and Curt
Crossman, who run the annual KOI
music festival.
Though MacTavish and his partners no longer have any competition, it doesn’t mean the pressure
is off.
“It’s almost more stress now,”
laughed MacTavish.
“If they refuse us, it’s not like
someone else’s is better. [Ours] was
not good at all.”

City of Kitchener executive director of economic development Rod
Regier explained that the process
will not change now that there is
only one bid – MacTavish and his
partners will still have to present
their proposal to the committee this
Friday. Based on the presentation,
Regier will make a recommendation
to Kitchener City Council, likely on
December 9, whether they should
accept the bid or not.
“We’re looking for a vision which
is aligned with the city strategy, not
only with arts and culture, but for
the downtown and for Victoria Park
in particular,” said Regier. “It was
clear from the fact that the second
bidder pulled out this afternoon it’s
a significant project to take on and
it’s not for everybody.”
The Boathouse requires significant renovations to improve accessibility and its outdated and small
bathrooms. Regier said that the City
of Kitchener does have some money
reserved to pay landlord costs, but
that business model of the bid have
to include renovations that they are
responsible for.
MacTavish is still not giving away
too much of what they have planned
for the Boathouse should they be
awarded the bid, but it’s clear they’re
hoping to create a destination that
will satisfy foodies, music fans and
everyone in between.
“Personally I’m excited that I get a
full kitchen,” said MacTavish. “With
Imbibe we have a very small kitchen so this will allow us to be a little
more artistic and creative with our
food.”
His partners Cory and Curt
will handle a diverse music program, while MacTavish will be in
charge of food and drink, including
a family friendly brunch service on
weekends.

Region sees mass growth
jordan smith
staff writer

Waterloo region has experienced
significant growth over the past ten
years. In fact, the Region is one of
two Ontario municipalities to exceed growth expectations.
“In 2001 [the City of Waterloo]
was 86,000 people,” explained Rob
Horne, Commissioner of Planning,
Housing and Community Services for the Region of Waterloo. “Today it’s in excess of
100,000.”
The population of
the region has grown
from about 480,000
people to 560,000
over the past decade.
When asked what
is creating the growth
and development in the
Region, Horne pointed
to the post-secondary
institutions.
“The universities
are clearly fulfilling two
roles in this community
and probably not surprising… one
is as centres of higher learning but
the other one is that they are true
economic drivers.”
In 2003, full time students numbered 38,000; in 2012, they numbered 57,000.
The Region’s Official Plan, which
was approved by council in 2010, established firm boundaries on development. It was designed to accommodate most future growth in the
core areas to avoid sprawl.
The Neptis Foundation, which
conducts non-partisan research
in the area of urban planning and
policy, also released a paper dealing
with such issues as land allocation

and growth plan implementation.
Rian Allen, co-author of the paper concluded that, “Waterloo [Region] is seen as the poster child of
growth plan implementation by the
province.
“Waterloo [Region] had a culture
of doing better or doing more than
others,” he added.
However, regional growth has
caused
some

land-relatissues.
Waterloo Region, through
implementing the growth plan, undertook a land budget from the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB). A
land budget takes the population
and employment forecasts and converts them to land needs.
There are divergent options between the Region and land developers as to which land to use for the
Region’s growth. The Regional Official Plan is under appeal before the
ed

OMB.
Kevin Thomason of Smart
Growth Waterloo, an organization
that brings awareness to such issues as the OMB, weighed in on the
situation.
“The concern we have right now
is with, first of all, with the official
[Regional] plans being appealed in
its entirety, every single word of it
by developers, it’s quite concerning. Then when you look at
the most recent ruling by the
OMB that will force thousands of acres of old-fashioned urban sprawl out over
farmland, these are dozens of farms that potentially could have to be
paved over,” Thomason
said.
“These are the simple
decisions that will shape
our community and
determine for decades
how we’re going to live.”
The good news is that
the province is working
with the region to review the
OMB among other things related to land development.
“This isn’t just Waterloo,”
Thomason said.
“These precedents set, destroy
growth patterns across the province and if the provincial government has no authority to shape and
control growth and try to influence
what we become that becomes very
concerning from an infrastructure
standpoint.”
“This is our community, we need
to shape how it’s going to turn out
in the future, we need people to get
involved and in particular I think for
students… it’s the universities who
often lead with the thought leaders.”
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Cell phones proven to
disrupt sleep cycles
Sleeping with electronics can affect productivity and alertness
CONNOR WARD
STAFF WRITER

Scientific studies are finding that
sleeping with, or near, a cellphone
can have serious adverse effects on
health.
A 2010 study conducted by Pew
Research Centre found that 90 per
cent of Americans aged 18 to 29
sleep with, or near, their phone.
Those who text are also 42 per
cent more likely to sleep with their
phone.
The main concern for researchers
is the constant flurry of incoming
texts and messages, causing young
adults to constantly check their
phones throughout the night.
Professionals believe that a constant surveillance of the cellphone
causes sleep disruption, causing
daytime fatigue, as well as negative
effects on memory and attention.
One researcher noted that distracting devices, such as cell phones,
could actually affect daytime performativity and alertness.
“We have jet lag in a different
form now in modern life called social jet lag,” said Richard Horner,
professor of medicine and physiology at the University of Toronto.
“Because we are exposing ourselves to activities and light at later
times, then trying to reset ourselves
in the morning.”
“It’s like we’re in a different time
zone,” he added.
Horner is also the director of the
research program, Sleep and Biological Rhythms, which looks into all
aspects of sleep-related rhythms.

“We are exposing ourselves to activities and
light at later times, then
trying to reset ourselves
in the morning”
—Richard Horner, professor of medicine and physiology at the University
of Toronto

“There is an issue that people talk
about called sleep hygiene,” Horner
said. “This argues that we should
take our sleep health as importantly
as we value nutrition and physical activity for general health and
well-being.”
Another recent study done by
Washington and Lee University
found higher levels of interpersonal
stress in young adults who text late
into the night regularly.
The study also claimed that not
only are young adults pushing back
the time at which they go to sleep,
but the light emitted by the phone’s

screen makes it difficult for the body
to produce melatonin, the chemical
responsible for signaling the body
to sleep.
This means sleeping with a cellphone can both push back bedtime
and make it difficult to fall asleep
once someone is ready to sleep.
Not only are young adults getting
less sleep, the sleep they are receiving is also of poorer quality.
“There have been so many studies done that show that sleep affects performative tasks and motor
skills,” Horner said.
“It’s not just the fact that you’re
going to be awake; your brain processes information to you while you
are asleep.”
“Pulling an all-nighter is never a
good idea … people don’t perform
well the next day.”
Horner also discussed human
performance after long, sleepless
periods; comparing insomnia and
severe lack of sleep to human performance after drinking alcohol.
“After about 18-20 hours awake
the body performs on tasks that require skills similarly as if they’ve
had two drinks,” he said.
As more studies are done concerning phone use during the night,
results increasingly confirm that cell
phones and electronic use before
bedtime has serious effects on our
health.
“It’s a question of how well we
can prioritize,” continued Horner,
“And whether the short term benefits actually last a long time.”
- With files from Ashley Denuzzo
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Studies reveal that distracting devices are impacting sleep rhythms.

Prof creates invisibility cloak
DAINA GOLDFINGER
STAFF WRITER

A University of Toronto professor
and a PhD candidate have developed
an invisibility cloak made out of a
meta-material that allows objects to
appear invisible to the human eye.
George Eleftheriades and Michael
Selvanayagam have been working
together to develop a new type of
invisibility cloak that differs from
ones that have been created in the
past.
“We have been trying to create
technology which will make an object invisible to radio waves,” explained Eleftheriades. “This is what
we have been doing in the past year
and we now have a prototype of it.”
But this isn’t the first time an invisibility cloak has been attempted.
Prior to Eleftheriades and Selvanayagam’s creation, there were invisibility cloaks that had been developed that made an object invisible
at certain angles.
However, these products have not
been successful in making objects
fully invisible to the naked eye.
“Our way of doing this invisibility
cloak is distinct from what was done
before,” described Eleftheriades.
“In order to make something invisible, you have to cancel out not
just from one specific direction, but
the reflection of all angles.”
Eleftheriades continued to discuss the function of the newly developed invisibility cloak.
“We did this by using tiny antennas that surround the object and the
antennas radiate the exact opposite
of the magnetic fields that reflect
back, so the reflections are cancelled out by the field radiated by the

LENA YANG GRAPHICS EDITOR

antennas.”
The cloak can make the covered
object invisible for an unlimited
amount of time, as long as the antennas are radiating.
Eleftheriades, Selvanayagam and
the rest of their team conceived the
idea about two years ago. Just about
a year ago, plans regarding the invisibility cloak were finalized and
this past summer they have finally
experimented with the prototype.
“Our approach is that it can cloak
anything that you place inside it,”
he said.
“This is not for visible light. The
demonstration we have in the lab is
only for radio waves.”
Right now there are limitations to
the prototype, but Eleftheriades expressed his team’s desire to improve
the cloak.
“It is done manually, but we want
it to be done electronically and automatically, so it can respond to
any incident or multiple incidents.
In the longer time, we can scale it

to other frequencies and one day to
visible light,” he explained.
It is possible that the new invention of the invisibility cloak could
be used for security applications,
but also may have a consumer purpose.
“We see the improvement of reception of cell phones. Sometimes
cell phones have low signals, but
by using invisibility coding in surrounding objects, we can make this
happen and reception clear,”This is
just one other positive element of
the invisibility technology.
Eleftheriades also described
wireless signals of satellite and Internet to be of the same technology
of cloaking, and therefore can implement the electromagnetic fields.
Eleftheriades concluded by saying
he “would like to make this fully automatic and adaptive electronically
in magnetic fields in real time.”
“This is the next big goal, and later we can adapt this technology to
other frequencies.”
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DearLIFE
Dear Life is your opportunity to write a
letter to your life, allowing you to vent
your anger with life’s little frustrations in
a completely public forum.
All submissions to Dear Life are anonymous, should be no longer than 100
words and must be addressed to your life.
Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday at noon
each week.
Dear Life,
To Fashion n’ Motion,
I love what you guys do, but would
you mind not using the concourse as
your dance space on Sundays? Maybe use a classroom? It’s extremely
distracting!
Sincerely,
If you’d have been there, I bet you
you would have done the same
Dear Life,
Getting your beard caught in a coat/
hoodie zipper REALLY HURTS.
Sincerely,
#Movemberproblems
Dear Life,
I’m sick of everybody stopping at the
top of a flight of stairs to check messages on your damn phones! Move it
or lose it people!
Sincerely,
Ricky

Dear Life,
Why do some people want Rob Ford
to remain Toronto’s mayor?
Sincerely,
Are they on crack?
Dear Life,
What is the point of giving a concert if the only things that people
choose to focus on are the little petty mistakes that happened. These
people have my pity, because I know
through their entire life their only
going to focus on the negative and
place the blame immediately on
someone else. They never think for
a second, or at least admit out-loud,
that maybe, just maybe they themselves are partially at fault. These
people are usually easy to spot, because rather than focusing on the
message some one is trying to give
them. They’re focused on the spelling and grammar errors that have
been made throughout the peace of
advice.
Sincerely,
No one is perfect, not even the
tenors.
Dear Life,
Movember is really shaping up this
time of the month. And, boy, is it
glorious.
Sincerely,
Check out my ‘mo, bro.

Attention all
Laurier students!

Are you
interested in
web journalism?
Long-form
journalism? Or
do you just want
to get more
involved on
campus? We’re
still looking for
Features and
Web Editors!
Contact editor@
thecord.ca

The Cord’s cool, baby,
you know how it is,
rockin’ and rollin’ and
what not.
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The fundame
Syrian c

With no clear cut answer to one of the world
shares his thoughts — as well as some ex
Russia: Putin
Russia and Syria have diplomatic
history dating back to the nineteeth
century.
During the Cold War era, the Soviet Union supplied substantial
military aid to Syria and the relationship endured the collapse of the
Soviet Union.
Today, Russia has vocally supported a political solution to the
conflict and wants the issue decided
domestically, rather than through
foreign intervention.
Russia has been a major supplier
of arms and political muscle on the
international stage to the Assad regime and their supporters.

Brockett explained that Russia is trying to retain its influence
and geopolitical power in the region, as Syria is its last real place of
influence.
Russian interest lies in its arms
exports business (it supplies Syrian
weapons) and in the strategic Port
of Tartus which is home to a Russian
naval facility.
Russia, despite its claims of neutrality and reason, need to keep the
regime in power in order to protect
its economic interest and political influence in Middle Eastern affairs. So far, the strategy seems to
be working.

The Syrian conflict, which began as an uprising
against President Bashir al-Assad’s long-standing
regime, has developed into an immensely complicated and deadly civil war with no end in sight.
As a political science student with a Middle
Eastern background, I am often approached by
people asking, “What is going on in Syria?” The
answer they are looking for is a sound bite, a
couple sentences explaining the whole situation.
However, the complexities of the conflict and the
sheer number of groups involved make a succinct
answer impossible.
Broadly speaking, there are two sides to the
conflict: the regime and the opposition. Within
each side there are armed groups, foreign governments and a divided nation of Syrians that make
defining two distinct sides very difficult. Edmund
Pries, a professor of Global Studies at Wilfrid Laurier University, acknowledged the challenge of describing the situation on the ground and identifying a possible solution.
“With Assad and his Alawite minority and Shiite Hezbollah allies [now also with temporary alliances from Syrian Christians and Syrian Kurds]
on the one side,” he explained, “and the predominantly Sunni FSA, SILF, SIF and ISIS and their associated bands of fighters on the other — and each
side, but especially the latter, struggling with internal factional fighting — this will be a difficult
conflict to resolve.”

Iran/Hezbollah: Nasrallah
Iran and Hezbollah have a similar
stake in the Syrian conflict. Both
represent Shiite Muslim interests, a
group that is a minority in the global
Muslim community as well as in the
Middle East. Hezbollah is the Shiite
political, social and military group
known for guarding the Lebanese
Southern border with Israel while
also providing social services to
many Lebanese communities.
Iran and Hezbollah have both
provided support to Assad by sending weaponry and fighters to combat the opposition militias and alQaeda affiliated groups.
Iran and Hezbollah are both preparing for post-Assad Syria by

building militia networks in the
state, most notably in port towns
that impact the flow of arms between Syria, Iran and Hezbollah.
There is speculation, especially
in Lebanon, that the radical Sunni
group, Jabhat al-Nusra, may target
Lebanon after Assad falls.
Iran and Hezbollah would prefer
the conflict remain in Syria and not
destabilize the region any further.
Iran and Hezbollah have a huge
stake in this conflict as Assad is an
ally of both parties.
If he falls, the Shiites will have
lost significant influence and risk
further conflict with extremist Sunni groups in Syria.

126,121
Syria: Bashar al-Assad
Assad has served as President since
2000 when he took over for his father who led Syria for three decades.
He was initially viewed as a potential reformer, but economic reforms were slow and Syria remained
largely controlled by the regime’s
security apparatus.
The government, perhaps in
fear of a Syrian version of the Arab
Spring, cracked down hard on initial protests which in turn sparked a
more intense revolution.
Government forces have been
brutally violent and contributed to
the civilian casualties of the conflict.
Assad has framed the conflict as a
government struggling to combat
foreign intervention and domestic

terrorism.
Assad has hung on longer than
other regional leaders because extremist Sunni elements have pushed
minority groups in Syria to back the
government and prevented Western
nations to sufficiently arm the Free
Syrian Army.
According to Maissaa Almustafa,
a MIPP graduate and Syrian native,
“The regime is playing the game really well. It knows how to keep support and stay alive.”
Thus far, Assad’s main strategy
has been to emphasize the terrorist
or extremist element in those trying
to overthrow him and rely on Russia
for international support.

Egypt

197,844

Even this, he makes clear, is an oversimplification as many of these umbrella groups represent
dozens of sub-groups.
The conflict itself was a surprise to Syrians and foreign observers. For a conflict mired
in complexity and power politics, it began
inconspicuously.
Graduate of the Balsillie School of International
Affairs (BSIA)’s MIPP Program and Syrian native
Maissaa Almustafa marked the beginning of the
conflict as March 15, 2011.
On this day, young men defaced government
property with graffiti and were taken into custody
by government security.
Almustafa recalled that security forces were
disrespectful to the families of the young men and
it was up to Assad to go make amends. Almustafa explained, “people at that time were expecting
Assad to take the initiative to go there and do the
right thing – everybody was shocked to see the security forces cracking down on peaceful protests
in the South.”
That was the spark. Protests began to pop up
more frequently, and the government, worried
about the possibility of an uprising as seen in
Egypt or Tunisia, cracked down violently.
After roughly six months of relatively peaceful protests, violence broke out between armed
groups and government troops.
Due to Syria’s regional adversaries like Saudi

Number of Syrian
refugees per country

Iraq

506,532
Turkey

541,025
Jordan

805,741
Lebanon

URES
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mentals of the
conflict

d’s biggest conflicts, Opinion Editor Dani Saad
xperts’— on the ongoing situation in Syria
USA: Obama
The US is no friend of the Assad regime, but is struggling to support an
opposition, which is becoming increasingly radicalized. For strategic
reasons, the US would love to destabilize the Iran-Syria-Hezbollah
triangle that threatens American interests in the region.
The West tried to push a narrative of a democratic uprising rising
up against an oppressive regime,
but over time that narrative was debunked by the presence of groups
like Jabhat al-Nusra.
The US has made mistakes before in arming rebel groups in proxy
wars. Gavin Brockett, professor of

Arabia, weapons were readily available for the
opposition. “The regime’s reaction and the way
they used force,” Mustafa added, “forced people to
arm themselves and those arms were there waiting because of Syria’s enemies waiting for this to
happen.”
Since then, armed groups have increased drastically and Iran and Hezbollah (a Shiite Lebanese
militia) has entered the conflict in support of
Assad’s regime. It is unknown how many foreign
fighters from the region have entered the conflict,
but estimates, according to Pries, hover around
6,000.
With events on the ground changing so rapidly,
Gavin Brockett, professor of Middle Eastern and
Islamic history, suggested a more historical approach, which also addresses how and why the
conflict began. What is happening now is important but in order to understand the conflict, it is
beneficial to understand why it is happening as
well.
Brockett emphasized the history’s role in the
current conflict, most notable the colonial legacy
of French mandate that placed former Ottoman
provinces together to form countries. The reckless
creation of countries like Syria contributes to the
sectarian nature of the conflict.
Even if a solution is reached, how can these various religious, ethnic and ideological groups coexist in such a fractured society.

According to Brockett, “In many ways this is the
most important question.”
He further stated, “Whether there is any country called Syria at the end of this process – I
wouldn’t bet on it. Nor would I think we have seen
the worst of the bloodshed. It’s truly a catastrophic
and disastrous situation.”
As is the case in most civil wars, civilians
caught in the crossfire are suffering. Almustafa
pointed out that the conflict is about more than
ideology.”
You have communities that are being displaced
and destroyed. It’s not only a political conflict –
it’s about the social fabric.”
Almustafa also reflected on the inability for either side in the conflict to claim moral authority in
regards to protecting Syrians.
Interventions claim that the regime, due to its
targeting of civilians, has lost all ability to protect
its people.
However, the same applied to the opposition as
she claimed, “they are pushing Syrian people into
a conflict they can’t win which is more dangerous
than facing a dictatorship.”
With millions displaced and over 100,000 Syrians dead, protecting innocent lives hopefully will
become more of a priority for both sides. But as
Brockett pointed out, this conflict is far from over
and the worst may be very well yet to come.

Middle Eastern and Islamic history
at Laurier, is certain that the American arming of Mujahideen forces
(which eventually developed into
the Taliban) against the occupying
Soviets is very much in the back of
their mind.
The United States, he explained,
“are very hesitant to the arm the
Syrian opposition for fear that the
opposition will then use those arms
in other ways that are not suitable
to American interests.” The extremist elements of the opposition have
made it impossible to consistently
arm rebel groups in fear of weapons
falling into the wrong hands.

Free Syrian Army
The FSA is the armed opposition
in Syria comprised of volunteers
and defected Syrian Armed Forces
personnel.
There is deep division within the
opposition as dozens of groups with
differing ambitions, goals and tactics wage war on the regime, and
sometimes on each other.
While militia tactics can help
combat traditional armed forces
like the Syrian army, it can also be a
glaring weakness. Brockett added,
“The lack of unity among the opposition has enabled Assad to hang
on.”
The strategy thus far has been to
spread the military thin, focus on
urban centres mainly in central Syria and promote defection from the

Syrian Army into their ranks.
Rebels have been accused of kidnappings, torture, executions, and
recruiting child soldiers.
FSA at times has had an extremely controversial relationship with
Jabhat al-Nusra as they have worked
together to achieve common goals
but also against each other when
captured territory is available.
The FSA hopes to form a united
front and improve organization
throughout the country.
It also has been working to convince the West to supply arms to
keep up with more radical groups
and combat the government. However, as radical groups become more
prominent, securing an arms deal
seems less likely.

Jabhat al-Nusra

ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF FLICKR COMMONS. GRAPHICS BY
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There are many groups fighting
against the government with extremist elements, however the most
notable and most successful group
is the Islamic rebel group Jabhat alNusra. It is the most experienced,
well trained and well armed of the
resistance groups and has thus been
effective in combating government
forces.
Jabhat al-Nusra is considered an
offset of al-Qaeda and is regarded
by the West as a terrorist group. The
group is looking to implement its
own version of Sharia in the areas it
controls.
Because they are well armed
and funded, they can recruit more

easily and are an appealing option for those looking to fight in the
revolution.
Communities targeted by government forces have enjoyed economic
support from the al-Nusra front
which can provide families with incomes, safety and medicine. They
are winning the hearts and minds
so if Assad fails, it may translate to
allegiance.
The group has a common enemy
(Assad) with the Free Syrian Army,
but tactics and visions for a postAssad Syria are extremely different.
Jabhat al-Nusra is unique because
its successes are not good for the
government or the opposition.
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Fighting the
winter blues
HAYDEN MOFFAT
STAFF WRITER

With winter fast approaching, the
familiar chorus of coughing has returned to campus.
To add to the return of bitter
weather, exams are just under three
weeks away and fast approaching. The culmination of the two can
have dire consequences on physical
and mental health leading into this
stressful time.
As the clock runs closer and closer to the exam period, two main
stressors will be the contributing
factors to increased sickness among
students. One of them is the general
stress of exam writing.
In a recent study reported by BBC,
Sheldon Cohen at Carnegie Mellon
University in Pittsburgh has discovered a link between stress and general health.
One of his conclusions was that
stress changes a person’s behaviour and shapes the way they act
throughout the day.
For example, a person dealing with a high level of stress may
detour from their normal daily
activities.
Elevated stress decreases the
amount of time a person will sleep,
limit their available time for exercise, and encourage destructive behaviours, such as binge eating and
drinking.
This leads to another main stressor in contracting sickness: sleep
deprivation.
Many students are no stranger to

“It’s a real balance in life,
and you have to recognize that balance and
work with it.”

—Marilyn Nieboer, Wilfrid Laurier
University health educator

this concept; numerous times I have
witnessed scores of students cramming furiously all night on campus.
This poses the question: How
bad can lack of sleep really be? The
answer is a simple one: it does not
benefit students and only leads to a
weakened immune system.
When the immune system stops
working the way that it is supposed
to, this ultimately results in an increased susceptibility to sickness,
which can further impair regular
sleep functions and continue the vicious cycle.
Lack of sleep also impedes on
proper mental functioning and decision making, which is a major asset in exam writing and retaining
information.
The abundance of stimulants
available can also pose a problem.
Coffee, caffeine supplements, and

JOSHUA AWOLADE GRAPHICS ARTIST

energy drinks disallow the body to
fall asleep so the student can study.
Of course this leads to even further
sleep deprivation.
So what’s the solution to this
problem? According to Marilyn Nieboer, the Wilfrid Laurier University
health educator, the key is to maintain a balanced lifestyle through the
stress.
“It’s a real balance in life,” Nieboer
said. “And you have to recognize
that balance and work with it.”
According to Nieboer, everyday
simple normalities such as drinking
water and hand washing are other ways to help ward off potential
sickness.

Vitamin supplements are a great
way to keep nutrient intake up and
make up for any deficiencies.
A simple multivitamin and vitamin C can help you to stay healthy
on campus as well as get your essential nutrients.
Health Services provides flu shots
for students with no appointment
required; the last day for faculty and
staff to receive their shot on campus
is November 22nd in the Student
Health and Development Centre on
campus.
If you are hoping to avoid catching the flu during the dreaded exam
crunch time, it is recommended that
you get your shot done as soon as

possible.
When it comes to exam time
cramming, try to maintain a balanced lifestyle that mimics the same
lifestyle when there is little to no
stress.
“Sitting in the library for six hours
won’t get it done,” Nieboer calmly
warned. “You need breaks.”
Instead of catching the needess
exam sickness, just keep on track
with sleep and other methods for
stress relief.
Exercise and healthy eating can
help regulate both of these stressors
and fight of the flu bug. Exams will
be just that much less of a hassle in a
healthy state of mind.

Don’t lie, this has happened to you
We all tend to do some pretty embarrassing things, so why don’t we all unite and talk about it together?
Forgetting the name
of someone you know
you’ve met before

SCOTT GLAYSHER
STAFF WRITER

Here at Laurier, we are all pretty
different. We are all in different
programs, go to different bars and
clubs, have different social lives, different likes, dislikes and so on and
so forth.
However, despite these notable
differences, there is definitely one
thing that all of us have in common:
we do embarrassing things. And
also pretty regularly at that, by the
way.
Now to be perfectly clear, I’m not
talking about your deepest, darkest fears that embarrass you beyond
belief. I am talking about those little everyday things that happen to
everyone.
Even though they seem to occur
day in and day out and seemingly
on a regular basis, nobody will ever
admit to them or talk about them
openly.
Therefore, we here at The Cord
have made a little list of some of the
most common everyday embarrassing moments that get shoved under
the rug.
Hopefully, this article will help
bring to light those little quirky nuances and provide everyone with a
little less embarrassment when this
happens to them in their everyday
lives. Maybe.
LENA YANG GRAPHICS EDITOR

This can get awkward real fast.
Maybe you saw them on Facebook
or briefly met at a bar, either way,
forgetting someone’s name is always the worst.
This happens all over our campus
due to its high concentration of students in a tiny space.
The absolute worst is when the
person knows your name which
leaves you scrambling to come up
with something socially acceptable
to say without completely giving it
away that you don’t know who they
are.

Clogging your friend’s/a
strangers toilet
It really doesn’t matter whether the
cloggage was caused by an excessive
use of paper, lackluster water pressure or if it wasn’t your fault at all.
It’s still embarrassing.
The most embarrassing question to ever ask a friend (or person
you don’t even know) is where they
keep their plunger. Everyone knows
that toilets are just the worst and the
source of ultimate embarrassment.
No one ever wants to talk about
them, especially when you innocently use your friend’s bathroom
and it somehow ends up drastically
overflowing.

Trying to pay for something with debit and
having “insufficient
funds”
The two most dreadful words in a
student’s vocabulary; “insufficient
funds.”
This can literally happen

anywhere, from the grocery store to
Conestoga Mall to the LCBO.
The feeling that you get in your
stomach when the lady at the cash
register tells you that the transaction isn’t going through due to the
lack of money in your chequing account is absolutely unbearable.
Maybe it’s finally time to call
mom and dad for that money transfer sooner rather than later.

Waving to someone
who actually wasn’t
waving at you

This is perhaps the most common
embarrassing moment which we
tend to cover up.
When you see someone that you
know or maybe don’t quite know
and it looks like they may be waving at you, naturally you toss up
that arm in joy to return the gleeful
salute.
The worst is when you finally realize it was to their best friend or
their partner walking behind you.
Some common cover ups include
swatting away a fly or fixing your
hair.
You will find that you do literally
anything to cover up the fact that
this person’s gesture to their friend
has crumbled your fantasies of being their soul mate.

Watching a movie with
your parents and a sex
scene comes on

This one is pretty self-explanatory.
No matter how tastefully or artistically done the sex scene actually
is, guaranteed you will not be able to
get the thought of your parents doing the exact same thing out of your
mind. Sorry, I went there.
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Serving the drunk
Two local fast food
establishments share their
experiences with dealing
with drunk customers
- Lee Barich
JENNY SUREEPROMSILP GRAPHICS ARTIST

Leather sweatpants:
are they dope or nope?

‘Like’ The Cord
on Facebook
and follow
@cordarts on
Twitter!

RYAN HUEGLIN PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Kanye West thinks that he is a trendsetter, but many believe that he missed the mark with these pants.
JENNY ZHAO
CORD LIFE

Surely by now, the entire world
knows that Kanye West sees himself as none other than “a creative
genius.” Humble is definitely not Yeezus’s middle name, and the rapper
reiterated to Jimmy Kimmel in their
recent sit-down on Kimmel’s show,
“For me to say I wasn’t a genius, I
would be lying to you and to myself.”
And apparently, amongst the numerous masterpieces that originated from this self-proclaimed genius
are the leather jogging pants.
According to West, in his infamous BBC interview, he had pitched
the idea to Fendi six years ago but
was rejected off the bat.
Whatever the case, even if the
original idea did not belong to West,
the rapper can undeniably be credited for putting this somewhat absurd
fashion item on the map.
Absurd because these pants can
look pretty ridiculous for its oxymoronic reputation of joggingpants-not-meant-for-jogging. Victoria Gee, a fellow Laurier student
remarks, “Wouldn’t they be weird
to wear and sweat in? I mean they
might be creative but I wouldn’t say
they’re a genius idea.”
Gee certainly isn’t alone in her
opinion regarding these pants. Fellow WLU student Daniel Tench’s
thoughts on the pants were simple
and straightforward, “They are hideous.” Sorry Kanye.
Like many, you might be on Team

“I don’t see anything
wrong with wearing
leather jogging pants as
long as you manage to
pull it off.”
—Moyo Arewa, Wilfrid Laurier University student

Kimmel and believe that leather
jogging pants certainly cannot be
a trend. But nonetheless, they have
become a hot topic and a coveted
piece of clothing.
Walk into a Topshop, Urban Outfitters, or even a Forever 21, and you
just might see a pair hanging on a
rack among the Newest Arrivals.
If you search “joggers” on an online boutique, you’ll discover jogging pants in not only leather or faux
leather finishes, but an array of fabrics as well.
High-end, designer brands also
carry their own variation of the
pants and a pair can easily have a
four-digit price tag.
However, these pants could be
seen as a solid investment if you are
able to rock these kinds of leather
sweatpants.

“I don’t see anything wrong with
wearing leather jogging pants as
long as you manage to pull it off,”
WLU student Moyo Arewa said.
“However, I wouldn’t wear them
because, with the exception of bags
and jackets, I find leather hideous.”
Luke Bellissimo agrees with Arewa and sees nothing wrong with
leather joggers in the context of
fashion but said, “As actual jogging
pants, they don’t seem practical at
all.”
Jogging should definitely be
avoided when donning these baggy
leather pants because fashion certainly overrides function for this
piece of clothing, which seems to
be a prevalent theme in the world of
fashion.
Just because they are called leather jogging pants, does not mean that
they will properly function as jogging pants. Keep this in mind when
buying them.
It’s clear that leather jogging
pants have many faults but they are
shockingly comfy, and make a lazy
outfit of a pullover sweater and running shoes look fresh and stylish for
all genders.
For females, they’re also capable
of being dressed up with a pair of
heels and a chiffon blouse for a night
on the town if you want to go out
with maximum comfort.
You can love them, hate them, or
absolutely despise them but with all
the attention leather jogging pants
are receiving, does it still matter
whether they’re a hit or a miss?

POSTGRADUATE
CERTIFICATE
THIS PROGRAM OFFERS A CLEAR
PATHWAY TO CAREERS IN THE
LUCRATIVE FINANCIAL PLANNING
INDUSTRY. IT PROVIDES STUDENTS
WITH A BROAD RANGE OF
FINANCIAL, BUSINESS AND SOFT
SKILLS, PLUS THE OPPORTUNITY
TO EARN THE LICENCES AND
DESIGNATIONS THAT EMPLOYERS
ARE LOOKING FOR.

APPLY NOW!

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad
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Strumbellas
find their niche

Legacy
for the
ages

JAMES BLAKE
cord arts

SCOTT GLAYSHER
STAFF WRITER

If you’ve ever been walking through
the Concourse late at night or even
through the science building on a
weekend afternoon, you have probably seen a group of hardworking
individuals relentlessly working on
a hip-hop dance routine.
They are usually breaking, popping and locking over and over again
in attempts to make their group
choreography perfect. This group is
known as ALIAS and they are gearing up for one of the biggest hip-hop
dance competitions in Ontario.
“ALIAS stands for A Legacy to
Inspire Achieve and Share,” stated
co-founder and dancer Kang Tran.
Three now-alumni and Tran started
ALIAS in Fall 2012 as they saw major potential at Laurier.
“Our purpose is to inspire others,
achieve greatness and share with
others in selflessness,” he said.
Tran is a second year BBA student
who wanted to capitalize on his passion as well as the amount of dance
talent offered here at Laurier.
“I was a first year student last
year, so it was a bit intimidating at
first, but I knew that I had something special that I could truly offer back to the community. I had
an amazing executive team to start
with who were already full time students at Laurier, so my transition
into coming to Laurier and starting
ALIAS was made much easier,” he
added.
This year, ALIAS may be in for
the most prestigious hip-hop dance
competition they have ever entered.
ALIAS has entered themselves into
the Ontario Universities Competition for Hip-Hop, otherwise known
as O.U.C.H. 2013. It is labelled as
“the biggest hip-hop dance event of
the year.”
It is happening on Saturday, November 23rd at Toronto’s Centre for
the Arts. It was founded by a student
from University of Waterloo back in
2003. Furthermore, O.U.C.H. seeks
to establish friendly competition
amongst post-secondary students
to promote the exciting, growing,
and influential culture of hip-hop.
This year, it includes 14 different
school dance crews who all have one
goal: to be the best.
Last year, the title went to Durham College and ALIAS placed
third. Even with settling for bronze,
it was a definite achievement as
it was their first performance and
competition.
“This year we are truly pushing
to pump out something new, fresh
and unique for the competition. It’s
going to be an amazing show, I can
guarantee it,” mentioned Tran.
However, even with a small group
of only nine members, ALIAS needs
to make sure their preparation is on
point.
“I teach all of the choreography
for the routine then clean it until it’s
perfected. It’s a rigorous and tiring
process but after performing and
competing, it’s always well worth it.
ALIAS is not just a dance crew, to
us, it is a lifestyle,” enthused Tran.
Even though winning is a large
factor in why they compete it isn’t
everything. At the end of the day, it
is the culture that wins.
“Hip hop dance is a lifestyle for
many, so for it to be covered by the
media so well, it gives everyone an
opportunity to share with others
their love for hip hop dance and culture,” said Tran.

kate turner File photo

Lead singer Simon Ward playing at Hillside 2012 in Guelph, Ontario.

Only a year after their debut album,
My Father and the Hunter, The Strumbellas are at it again with their recent sophomore release, We Still
Move on Dance Floors.
While some bands to reinvent
themselves after their debut album,
lead vocalist Simon Ward recently
assured that other than a few smaller changes, that was not the case for
The Strumbellas.
“There is definitely a little more
pop influence or a little more mainstream influence than the last album, which had more country influence,” remarked lead singer Ward.
“We were just kind of trying to
change it up a bit, but not stray too
far from our roots.”
One of the constant struggles of a
new band is how one defines themselves in a sea of similarly sounding
bands. However, unlike most newer
bands, Ward had a simple answer
for this difficult question.
“I would say Alt-Country and if
that is not exactly the term maybe
just country. I would say we definitely fall back into country roots. “
For new listeners who want to
know what the band is all about,
Ward suggested: “There’s a song
on the new album called “Ride On”
just because it’s full of country but it
has our Strumbellas twist on it and
I think it’s a really good reflection of
what we are doing right now.”
This year has been an interesting
one for the band. On February 19,
their debut album was announced
as a Juno nominee for Roots

&Traditional Album of the Year by
a Group.
When asked about the experience, Ward was still reeling from the
announcement.
“We had no idea. It was a super
shock to us because you know it was
our first album and we were a really
young band and we were just super
excited and nervous all in one … we
flew out there for the weekend and it
was probably one of the best weekends we ever had,” recalled Ward.
“We got to meet so many cool
musicians and we got to play with
some unbelievable Canadian artists
so the whole experience was surreal
and fun at the same time.”
Recently, The Strumbellas were
featured on one of the most iconic television programs in Canada,
CBC’s Hockey Night in Canada.
On Nov.9, to commemorate the
upcoming Remembrance Day, The
Strumbellas’ latest single off their
new album, “Sailing,” was featured
in the opening montage before the
Toronto Maple Leafs and Boston
Bruins game.
“It was really special because we
were actually on tour when it happened, we … went to a bar in Calgary and asked the bar owner to turn
up the volume so we could watch
it and I got a little misty eyed to be
honest,” continued Ward. “It just
meant a lot to me because a lot of
the songs I write about are about
war and World War II. So to have
our song to be montages with the
Remembrance Day theme, it meant
a lot.”
With 2013 wrapping up, be sure to
keep an eye on this Canadian band.

The rise of animated feature film
Arts Editor Cristina Almudevar explores the lesser known side of film with WFAC
The Waterloo Festival for Animated
Cinema (WFAC) has no problem
sharing that fact with the public that
animated feature films are not just
for children.
From November 15-17, WFAC
took over Chrysalids Theatre in
downtown Kitchener to screen over
ten films ranging from anime to
documentaries on animation.
“I outgrew what was originally a
project I began when I was helping
organize the CTRL-A [anime club]
at the University of Waterloo ... It
had been a passion of mine to show
how anime, animation of all kinds,
there is no real distinction … to tell
whatever stories they like,” said Joseph Chen, founder and curator of
the festival.
“Animation is unlike any other
form of movie making … we wanted
to give a chance for the best of those
films … we wanted the same opportunities to animation fans have in
Japan to be able to see [the films] on
the screen.”
From screening only three films
on one day to screening world premieres over three days, WFAC has
grown exponentially. Now in its
thirteenth year, WFAC has seen
some major changes since its humble beginning.
WFAC originally started at CTRLA, an anime club still active at the
University of Waterloo. Chen focused on bringing anime and animated film to students at WLU, UW
and to members of CTRL-A. This
quickly grew and in 2001 Chen held
the first WFAC at the Galaxy Cineplex in Waterloo at Conestoga Mall.
Though WFAC is now renowned
as an internationally respected animated film festival and one of the
few of its kind, Chen still feels as
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Princess Yum-Yum (T), Tack (B) from The Thief and the Cobbler.

though animation is still not as respected as it should be.
“Animation is the most creative of
all cinematic forms. It has the most
potential and if you think about it, a
lot of modern films are not possible
without animation. What we call
special effects, CGI, is nothing more
than photo realistic effects. Animation has changed the imagination of
the film maker in being able to bring
the vision that their mind [has] to
the audience,” he emphasized.

The Thief and The
Cobbler

The common saying “all good things
come to those who wait” has never
been so applicable for a feature film

ever.
The Thief and The Cobbler is one of
the most infamous films in history
due to the documented struggle between artist and corporation.
Richard Williams, a Canadian animator best known for his work on
Who Framed Roger Rabbit?, dedicated
thirty years to his magnum opus.
However, in 1992 with only fifteen
minutes left to animate, the project was seized by The Completion
Bond Company, who was funding it,
and quickly finished the film. They
turned it into a musical entitled The
Princess and The Cobbler and Williams
never got to complete his vision of
the film.
However in 2006, filmmaker

Garret Gilchrist created a re-mastered version unofficially known as
The Recobbled Cut online to great success. What was shown on Saturday
November 16 was the fourth cut of
Gilchrist’s reimagining of Williams
original dream.
Was it worth the wait? Hell yeah.
The Thief and The Cobbler is visually
stunning and mind bending. Williams is able to create optical illusions that appear to be three dimensional in certain scenes.
At first, it seems like there are too
many side stories that make the film
overwhelming which isn’t helped by
the visually heavy focus of the film.
The Thief and The Cobbler tells the
story of Tack, a cobbler who accidentally injures ZigZag—King Nod’s
right hand man—and is brought to
the palace where he meets Princess
Yum-Yum. While this is happening,
we are introduced to the nameless
Thief who is unsuccessful in his endeavours. The Thief, shown shortly
after King Nod’s prophetic vision
about the collapse of his kingdom,
steals the three golden balls which
keep the city safe from attacks which
causes chaos.
It is a lot to handle, but all the
convoluted side plots twist into one
and end with a brilliance and subtlety that is not often seen in cinema.
The charm of The Thief and The
Cobbler is the amount of reverence
that Gilchrist has for the preservation of William’s original feature
film. Mixed in between highly polished scenes are William’s original
work cuts, which creates a strange
juxtaposition that gently reminds
the audience of the film’s intense
history. This is a classic film that
merits the attention it originally deserved.it was first conceived.
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In Review:
The Book Thief
LENA YANG
GRAPHICS EDITOR
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WLU Jazz impresses all
CARA PETICCA
CORD ARTS

Though Sundays are considered
lazy days, audience members in the
Maureen Forrester Recital Hall on
Sunday November 17 found themselves energized with the upbeat jazz
stylings of the Wilfrid Laurier University (WLU) Jazz Ensemble.
This marked the Ensemble’s first
concert for the 2013-2014 school
year and was conducted by Ron
Schirm.
The Jazz Ensemble consists of 21
extremely talented musicians; their
versatility and diligence made the
concert phenomenal.
“We had about ten rehearsals,”
Schirm noted as he explained the
preparation that the performance
required. Dressed in maroon and
black, the ensemble was enthusiastic throughout the recital.
In between songs, Schirm interacted with the audience to give brief
summaries about the upcoming
pieces as well as the names of members who would be playing solos.
The song-selection process for

the concert was multifaceted.
Schirm clarified, “We want to
present a diverse program. We also
want to give the students exposure
to different music styles. I do look at
strengths within the band to try to
promote them in the selection of the
songs as well.”
This was demonstrated as Schirm
included what he referred to as a
‘Latin twist’ on a song titled “The
Blues Walk.” The arrangement of
the song was slightly modified to
cater to the Ensemble, specifically
the talented percussion instrumentalists who stunned the audience
with their rhythmic and passionate
performance.
It is common for the Ensemble to
tweak song arrangements to include
solo opportunities for the musicians. This also made the performance incredibly unique.
While the crowd remained endlessly captivated by Schirm’s humour, he continued to impress
everyone as he picked up his own
trombone to contribute with expertly played solos.
“I hadn’t played with them yet this

term and they kept asking. Those
were not rehearsed: we inserted the
solos into the program,” he continued. “It’s good for the student’s as
well because when they get out into
the real world, a lot of times, there
are changes on the fly like that.”
Schirm outlined his overall satisfaction with the concert and the
musicians saying, “They played
that performance better than any
rehearsal. They came a long way.
Everybody did their homework and
was enthusiastic. I was absolutely
thrilled with it.”
The ensemble provided a flawless
recital that was professional and enjoyable. Every inch of stage space,
every talent and every sound was
harnessed to produce an incredibly
talented performance.
The musicians gave a spectacular
show and according to the reaction
of the audience, this was time very
well spent.
The Jazz Ensemble will be performing again at the end of January
and again in March 2014. Performances are free for Laurier students
with their OneCard.

Over the weekend, a quiet little film
titled The Book Thief premiered in
select theatres across the country.
Based on the bestselling novel by
Markus Zusak of the same title, directed by Brian Percival, The Book
Thief is poised to steal your heart.
Through Zusak’s exquisite narration from Death’s perspective comes
a witty and poignant critique of humanity and a pragmatic insight into
Nazi Germany prior to the Second
World War. The narrative follows
ten-year-old Liesel Meminger as
she discovers the power of expression through the written word by
stealing books and learning to read
with the guidance of her foster dad.
There is always a certain level of
risk associated with adaptations,
especially one of immense intricacy
like The Book Thief. The film must
strive to retain the complexity of
the source material while avoiding
alienating viewers who are not familiar with the book.
One of the most prominent
changes, perhaps most commonly
noticed by readers of the book, is
Death’s lack of involvement in the
narrative structure. Zusak’s whimsical narrator, voiced by Roger Allam, offers sporadic commentary
throughout the film, though his
presence is distinctly less prominent
than it is in the novel. While this allows for a more linear storyline, the
paramount message of the novel becomes saturated as Death’s absence
fails to communicate his valuation
of human existence.
The narrator of the book,
whose relationship and fascination with Liesel amounts to pivotal

revelations, should have been approached with more care rather than
inserted as an afterthought to appease fans of the novel. What viewers are left with, instead, is a rather
innocent recount of the Holocaust,
without the analytical observations
of the human race’s capacity for violence and redemption.
Nevertheless, the film is not without its triumphs, most notably, the
stellar performances from its ensemble. Newcomer French-Canadian Sophie Nélisse captures Liesel’s
innocence and inquisitive nature
with impeccable precision, Ben Schnetzer charms with his quiet presence as the Jewish fugitive, while
Geoffrey Rush and Emily Watson
guide the narrative with their humour and authority as Liesel’s dynamic, offbeat foster parents.
The visual direction works well to
situate audiences in the snow-covered German countryside, with Percival and cinematographer Florian
Ballhaus’s decision to shy away from
grand, sweeping shots, which are
only employed in conjunction with
Death’s voiceovers to convey the
omnipresence of the film’s narrator.
The intimate camera placement
throughout the rest of the film offers an authentic portrayal of the
simplistic reality of a child’s raw
perceptions during a time tainted by
fear and brutality. In various scenes,
Percival experiments with the juxtaposition of powerful visuals against
contradictory audio elements, which
serves to intensify the heavy context
of the sequences.
Overall, Percival has created a
beautiful film that will satisfy both
fans of the novel and those who
are not familiar with the source
material.
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Freedom of speech must be
upheld on campuses
In March of this year, Kitchener MP Stephen Woodworth gave a speech in support of Motion 312 which
asks the Canadian Criminal Code to define a person as
human from the moment of conception. His lecture
was met with protests and resulted in WLU student
Ethan Jackson receiving a ban from UW campus with
a $10,000 fine upon him breaching the ban. Jackson
was dressed in a vagina costume and protested Woodworth’s support of Motion 312.
Woodworth returned again Thursday but the atmosphere was far different than on his previous visit. This
time, there was a considerable security presence and
questions were screened before being asked. Limiting the questions that could be asked directly infringes
upon the freedom of speech and has little to do with
combating protests.
Moreover, guests could only attend if they were on
a list. The general public had no opportunity to have
their opinions heard.
Event organizers claim censorship was necessary
because Woodworth was censored during his previous visit by protestors. However, banning Jackson from
the campus and taking away the right of free speech for
those opposed to Motion 312 is not a viable solution for
a lecture. His punishment was too stiff and his protesting should not be used as a justification for introducing
censorship measures on Thursday.
When speaking on a controversial and divisive issue,
opposition should be expected and particularly on university campuses, encouraged. Hecklers and protestors
may lead to increased security, however security is focused on the safety of all those involved and has nothing to do with censoring free speech
There should be no place for this type of censorship on university campuses, which are supposed to be
places of discussion, debate and progress.
- The Cord Editorial Board

Government needs to
prioritize affordable housing
Kitchener Mayor Carl Zehr put forth a proposal in support of a Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM)
campaign called Fixing Canada’s Housing Crunch.
FCM is demanding a long-term federal housing plan as
some of the federal programs are expiring in the next
few years.
Thus far, there is no indication that the federal government is set to reinvest the expired money back into
financing which would result in major losses for affordable housing funding.
Waterloo Region is just one area that could be impacted due to the federal nature of the programs, communities across the country are set to lose funds. For
a government that prides itself on a strong economic
track record, affordable housing seems like a natural
priority.
Housing is essential for all citizens and is foundational in supporting young families and stimulating job
growth. It is also crucial for senior citizens and those
struggling near or under the poverty line.
The demand for affordable housing is growing; if
program funding shrinks, it could be extremely problematic. The government needs to take a lead in funding programs that are crucial to the national economy
and support other levels of government in addressing
the problem on the ground.
Aside from the economic argument, it is a social
and moral issue that the government should address.
A government does have some responsibility to act in
the best interest of its citizens, particularly in regards
to issues that deal with fundamental necessities like
shelter.
If people are actively looking for affordable housing
and waiting lists are long it reflects directly upon the
inaction of the government.
The Harper government is looking to prove itself to
the Canadian public as elections near and this could be
an issue that can be used to strengthen the conservative image among several voting groups.
- The Cord Editorial Board
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Poor attitudes are giving
students a bad name
kate turner
VISUAL DIRECTOR

This past weekend I was in Waterloo
Square watching the Santa Claus Parade, and was waiting anxiously to see if
Laurier was going to show up University
of Waterloo’s engineering department
(who had some kind of car/submarine
contraption). But when the hundred or
so people clad in purple and gold came
down the street, I was pretty disappointed.
Hardly anyone was waiving to the excited kids lining the street, the majority
of people had Starbucks/Tim Hortons
cups in hand, and were just talking to
each other as if they could have cared
less that they were there.
When something like this happens I
can understand why people in the community think students are all immature
and selfish.
When we have the opportunity to interact with the community and show off
our school, students should act with respect and maturity. But more often than
not students continue to give Laurier a
bad name by acting childish.
Take UW’s engineering department
for example; they used the parade as an
opportunity to showcase their work to
the community. Not only that, they had
the decency to wave to the little kids
who were so excited to be there.
Come on Laurier, you could have at
least waved.
And this is not just an isolated incident. Every weekend the streets are

When people in the community see behaviour like
this, they can only assume
that every student acts that
immature

packed with students going out and
walking home from the bar. And that’s
totally fine, I’m usually one of those
people too. But when people are running
around the streets, regardless of the fact
that there are cars everywhere, it’s a little
embarrassing.
When you act like that, are you sure
you’re even old enough to drink? When
people in the community see behaviour
like this, they can only assume that every
student acts that immature.
I’m not saying everyone acts like this,
but there are definitely people with very
selfish attitudes that give all of us students the reputation of being self-centered. And certainly this happens at other schools too.

But I just find it embarrassing that
schools like UW are known for their
technological innovations and kickass astronaut professors, and Laurier
is known for a giant St. Patrick’s Day
party.
Even walking through our “student
ghetto” is discouraging. Right now,
there are literally dozens of smashed
pumpkins all over, and I generally have
to dodge piles of puke when walking to
school on Mondays.
There’s garbage covering lawns, and I
kid you not, I have walked passed a disturbing amount of used condoms on the
sidewalk. 		
Sure, everyone knows that it’s a student neighbourhood, but the state of it
makes us look disrespectful and gross.
My problem overall is our perception
in the community. There are so many
great initiatives from Laurier that help
the community, such as the Food Bank,
LSPIRG, Shinerama, the HSSA Care
team, and so many more, but they get
overshadowed by damaging behaviour
from students.
Everyone likes to say that it’s “great to
be a Laurier Golden Hawk,” but is it really? If being a Golden Hawk means acting like there are no consequences for
your actions and that the world revolves
around you, then count me out.
We are part of a greater community,
and its time to start showing Laurier in a
more positive light. And it really doesn’t
take that much effort. Maybe don’t leave
condoms lying around on the sidewalk,
or try to not to run into the middle of the
street when you’re drunk.
Let’s try to make a better legacy for
ourselves, and showcase all the positive
things that the school has to offer. We’re
all going to be in the “real world” soon,
and I’ve got news for you: behaviour like
this doesn’t fly there.
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A few years back, the hawk on the
floor of the FNCC was tiled over.
Then, it was put back on the floor
and the tradition of not stepping on
the hawk lives on. It was inconvenient and costly to have it replaced,
but allowed the tradition to be enjoyed by students for the indefinite
future.
Stepping around a logo is not a
unique tradition to Laurier; it exists
in sports locker rooms in most major sports and is very similar to not
stepping on a flag.
Why put something on the floor
if you don’t want it stepped on? Because it creates the possibility of a
tradition which recognizes the importance of the logo in question.
In this case, not stepping on the
hawk represents student respect
for the university and its legacy and
those who attend it.
Students should have been consulted before the hawk was removed
and the situation could have been
avoided all together. There was student support for the replacement of
the hawk on the floor, and since it
was student funds that covered the
cost, there should be no complaints
made towards the students’ union.
It cannot be blamed for spending
student dollars how students demanded they be spent.
Yes, it was a small group (relative
to the student body) that wanted the
hawk replaced, but the money spent
was a fraction of student fees. Thus,
the money spent made sense based

on the support for spending it.
The university and WLUSU have
spent money erroneously and needlessly in the past and almost surely
will in the future. We should be less
concerned with stepping on the
hawk to defy tradition and more
concerned with identifying overinflated budgets and poorly conceived
spending projects.
We can all agree that the
hawk tradition is far less harmful than the tradition of financial
mismanagement.
Tradition brings people together
and contributes to communal identities, which we all hope to subscribe
to. It is often difficult to discern exactly how identities are formed but
at Laurier it comes in many forms
– supporting sports teams, wearing
school colours, eating at Wilfs, joining a club or performing in a musical
theatre production.
Some refuse to participate in such
things and view school spirit as a
waste of time or something they
have no part in. However, the beauty
of the hawk is that it takes no talent,
skill or real effort to take part. It is a
tradition of accessibility, a tradition
of the people, if you will.
Those that respect the tradition and walk around the hawk are
embracing the tradition and those
that oppose the hawk logo by stepping on it are embracing their own
tradition.
Those who step on the hawk in
defiance form a community of their
own and also contribute to the Laurier identity.
There is no need to harass people
who do step on the hawk or ridicule
someone for walking around it. We
all can contribute to the tradition in
our own way.
No matter whether you step on
the hawk or not, it brings people together, which makes the tradition
successful and all the more valuable.

In this week’s
round:
Cate racher

The Hawk

Opinion editor
Dani Saad and
columnist Cate
Racher debate
the tradition of
not stepping on
the hawk
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The Laurier campus has many attractions; there’s the statue of Wilfrid Laurier seated on a bench, the
athletic centre, and the beloved
Golden Hawk in the Fred Nichols
Campus Centre.
The catch is that the hawk is in
the ground, and you aren’t allowed
to step on it for fear of the consequences (one of the first things I
heard on the Laurier campus was a
rumour that said that if you step on
it, students will stop and make you
bend down to kiss it before you are
allowed to go on your way).
A while ago, the original hawk
was taken out of the flooring and
tiled over, but the students of Laurier got themselves in a tizzy, which
led to the Students’ Union board of
directors deciding to replace it at
a ridiculous cost of $10,700 in the
2007-08 year. For flooring that you
aren’t allowed to step on.
Schools have a lot of traditions
that students follow. People wear
school colours at sporting events,
there are spirit days, and what does
Laurier have to add to the mix? We
don’t step on the floor. It’s a completely ridiculous notion to think
that we aren’t able to step on a bit
of flooring, and due to its size, it’s
almost impossible to avoid without bumping into other people, the
walls, or creating traffic when it’s
busy in the campus centre.
And then there’s the cost. As I
mentioned before, the Students’
Union board of directors decided to

spend $10,700 to replace the hawk;
it was a ridiculous price to pay for
something that we wouldn’t be able
to walk on without incurring the
wrath of some students.
That money could have been
spent in much more practical ways,
such as making different places on
campus more wheel-chair accessible, putting more money towards
student groups such as the Rainbow
Centre or the Ecohawks, or making Laurier more environmentally
friendly by c implementing a more
vigorous recycling and compost
program on campus. No matter the
route we could have taken, it doesn’t
matter now, because that money has
been wasted on a large chunk of untraversable walking space.
I avoided walking on the hawk,
until I brought one of my friends in
for a visit to campus. When he took
a step onto the hawk, and everyone around us stopped dead in their
tracks, it proved to me how ridiculous the whole thing was.
Since then, I make a point of
stepping on the hawk whenever I
need to go to the campus centre because it’s really one of the stupidest
“rules” I have ever heard. It makes
no sense. You know, telling people
not to walk on the floor in the busiest building on campus is like telling people not to walk on the Great
Wall of China because it cost a lot of
money to build. It’s ridiculous. And
the fact that they replaced it at a crazily high cost so soon after tiling it
over shows that Laurier has way too
much money to spend and they are
not spending it in the right places.
Think Wilf would be impressed if
he knew the students of his namesake school wasted so much money
on a pointless bit of architecture? I
think he would much rather it have
been spent benefiting the student
body rather than on something that
inconveniences people.

Talking Mental Heath: Preparation

Often, students struggle through exam season unaware of tips that could positively impact your success
Practice better sleep
hygiene

heather landells
COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR

‘Tis the season of midterms and
finals and in past years, perhaps
you have procrastinated, pulled
all-nighters and, in a frazzled state,
consumed a lot of caffeine and
panicked.
What can you do instead of panicking and how can you be prepared
for your exams this time round?
How can you work at breaking that
study cycle? This article will provide
you with a couple of tips and tricks
which can help you.

Sleep hygiene involves adopting a
regular sleep routine (going to bed
and getting up at the same time each
day, even on weekends), limiting the
amount of caffeine and other energy
drinks consumed in a day (especially before going to bed), and also
limiting electronic screen time before bed.
While maintaining proper sleep
hygiene is sometimes difficult for a
student to do, it is an important aspect of managing anxiety.
With a proper amount of sleep
each night, the stressors of the day
can be more easily managed and
anxiety can be better controlled.
Additionally, with the proper
amount of sleep, both concentration and retention levels can be
improved.

This can, in turn, lead to a decrease in anxiety levels about getting through the material in time
and retaining it for the exam.

Manage your breathing

Deep breathing helps to slow your
heart rate down from a racing rate to
a normal speed.
When we are anxious about
something, we tend to hold our
breath. This increases our heart rate
and our sense of panic escalates
about a situation.
You can try deep breathing by doing the following: breathe slowly in
through your nose, breathing into
your abdomen and lungs.
Hold this breath for a few seconds, then exhale slowly through
pursed lips until all of the air has expired from your lungs.
Do this exercise repeatedly until

you notice a deescalated heart rate
and you feel more relaxed.
If you notice an increase in the
speed of your heart, you are probably breathing too quickly and hyperventilating. Slow your breathing
down!

Control your negative
thoughts

Stopping your negative thoughts is
an important way to manage exam
anxiety. Negative thoughts are the
critical messages you tell yourself about yourself, for example, “I
can’t do this exam, I am going to
fail, I am not smart enough to be at
university.”
These negative messages start
to make you question your abilities
and can make you believe inaccurate
and false things about yourself and
what you can do.

With a proper amount
of sleep each night, the
stressors of the day can
be more easily managed

If you need more support, counselling services can help you manage test anxiety or identify negative self-talk and work with you to
change these patterns. Come to the
Intake Walk-In any weekday morning. The sign-up starts at 8:30.
Visit us as www.mylaurier.ca/counselling or visit www.talkingmentalhealth.tumblr.com
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The motivations behind Movember
Movember has become extremely popular, but some forget the reasons why men are sporting mustaches

JULIA CHRISS
OPINION COLUMNIST

Is Movember taken as seriously as
it should be or is just an excuse, for
young men especially, to attempt to
grow facial hair?
Movember is supposed to be a
month where men of all ages grow
their facial hair and raise money
from friends and family for prostate
cancer and men’s health.
However, it seems that the
younger generations look forward to
this month for the social aspect that
lies behind it. The raising of money
for a great cause is not deemed as
important.
First off, I think it is important to
discuss where and how Movember
originated.
The infamous Movember charity
was in fact inspired by charities for
breast cancer.
Two Australian men with influence from a friend who was doing
a charity for breast cancer, decided
that there should be something for
Prostate Cancer. So they took it
upon themselves to start a project to
raise money.
This initiated Movember. The
two men recruited a bunch of their
friends and they grew mustaches
for the month, asking people for
donations.
With great success, the men decided to expand this project and
they moved out to different parts
of the world to promote it. Now
over 21 countries are involved raising around $92 million a year on
average. I would say this is pretty
impressive.
However, college and university
men seem to forget the important
cause this charity is dedicated to.

It seems that the younger generations look
forward to this month
for the social aspect that
lies behind it.

Instead, men see this month as an
opportunity to strut their barely impressive mustaches that most cannot fully grow. Seriously guys, these
‘staches are really not attractive.
Besides the aesthetic issue, when I
asked guys who were growing their
mustaches if they were raising money, more often than not, there was
no money being raised.
This pushes the question of
whether Movember is just a ‘fad’ for
young men to indulge in; something
they consider to be cool or fun. This
month tends to ignite men’s competitive side in who can grow the
best mustache or whose mustache
is manlier.
I will give credit where it is due
for some friends of mine are actually
raising money for this charity while
growing their mustaches. In fact I’m
sure several other students are doing so as well.
But for the most part, I believe, it
is not the case.
In a recent article I read by an
etiquette expert, he discussed how
men who want to be taken seriously in the workplace should not
partake in Movember. The mustaches apparently do not contribute
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During the month of Movember men grow mustaches to raise awareness about men’s health issues

to success in the workplace for they
are unprofessional, look sloppy and
contribute to making a man look
like he was just too lazy to shave this
morning.
Moustaches in the work place
have become stigmatized in the
past few decades. Men in positions
of power are steered away from
growing a mustache as it is seen as
sleazy.
In fact, in the history of Prime
Ministers, Sir Robert Borden was
the only one to have a mustache and
that was nearly a century ago.
Major corporations even go as
far as banning mustaches in their
environment. Disney just recently
lifted their ban on mustaches in the
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workplace in 2000 and up until last
year, beards and goatees were not
allowed.
I must say, I was really surprised
at the stigmas revolving around
mustaches in the workplace. I knew
they were not a wise fashion choice
but I was not aware that of the dramatic effect it can have on a man’s
career.
I would have to say however, that I
agree with the position corporations
and businesses take to the ‘stache.
It does in fact look sloppy and unprofessional and most mustache
styles grown are quite unattractive.
Furthermore, I find it absolutely
pathetic that some men do not raise
money for the cause. Movember

exists for a reason and growing a
mustache just to be cool with your
friends is a really sad excuse. Especially when most men don’t even
look that great with one.
That being said, I find the cause to
be very worthwhile and important.
Men’s health deserves the attention
this month dedicates to it and the
funding put towards it.
I believe men should take the
cause more seriously themselves
and actually raise and donate
money.
If you are going to put the effort
into grooming and growing a terrible-looking mustache, you may as
well have some donations to show
for it.
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Team effort key to Laurier success
Women’s basketball has best start to season since 2010-11
WESLEY HARPER
STAFF WRITER

The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks
women’s basketball team looked
to continue their strong start to the
season as they hosted the York Lions
on Saturday afternoon.
Their 66-62 win on Friday night
over the Queen’s Gaels placed the
Hawks into the top three in the
competitive Ontario University Athletics (OUA) West division.
Against Queen’s, the Hawks were
led by four players getting into double digits, including Lee Anna Osei,
Bree Chaput, Samantha Jacobs and
Kaitlyn Schenck. Fourth-year Doreen Bonsu also returned from injury and had four points and five rebounds in her first game back.
The York Lions, on the other
hand, have had a rough start to their
season as they looked to shake off
their four-game losing streak Saturday afternoon.
With great defence and solid
shooting from beyond the threepoint line, the Golden Hawks edged
the Lions 64-54.
Rookie Nicole Morrison had a
breakout game, leading the Hawks
with 16 points, seven rebounds, five
assists and great defensive plays
against tough matchups.
“It felt great to play that way,” said
Morrison.
“I’ve been struggling early on in
the season, so it feels great to help
my team out like that. Now I just
have to bring that intensity to the
next game.”
The first quarter was well played

“On defence, it’s simple
— we can’t allow any
easy baskets.”

—Paul Falco, women’s basketball head
coach

by both teams, as Laurier and York
scored 17 points apiece.
However, the Hawks’ hustle on
the defensive end held the Lions to
only five points in the second quarter, while Laurier went on to net 21.
The defensive effort continued
into the second half, and the Hawks
found themselves with a comfortable 51-32 lead after three quarters.
“The girls really trusted each other out there,” said head coach Paul
Falco.
“Communication is the key to defence, and I thought they communicated really well today.”
Forwards Schenck and Alexandra Spadaro added to the Golden

Hawks’ offence, netting 11 and eight
points respectively.
Spadaro was also a noticeably
solid defensive presence, limiting
York’s go-to inside player, forward
Shauney Fischer, to three points in
the entire contest.
Although the Lions outplayed
the Hawks in the fourth quarter, it
was too little too late for York’s basketball squad, who is now 1-5 and
rests in fifth place in the OUA East
division.
The win over York propels Laurier, now 5-1 on the season, to a
first-place seeding in the West —
the team’s best start since the 20102011 season.
It also puts them in a four-way tie
for first place in the OUA West with
six games played.
“We’ve had a good start to the
season, but the girls can’t let up.
We’re in this for the long run,” Falco
said.
The team faces its toughest competition next weekend as they venture to the nation’s capital to face
the Carleton Ravens (4-1) on Friday
and the Ottawa Gee Gees (3-2) on
Saturday, teams that are renowned
for their defensive prowess.
This will be the first big competition for the Hawks in the 2013-14
campaign.
“We’re playing two of the top defensive teams in the country, so we
have to be more efficient on offence.
We have to communicate more and
make sure we find open players on
the wings,” said Falco.
“On defence, it’s simple — we
can’t allow any easy baskets.”
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Lee Anna Osei put up 13 points and five rebounds against Queen’s.

Offence-driven Hawks split games
BRAD BOWEN
STAFF WRITER
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Max Allin finished with a double-double both Friday and Saturday.

It was a bittersweet weekend for
the Wilfrid Laurier men’s basketball team on the court this weekend,
as they managed to overpower the
Queen’s Gaels in their first game on
Friday, but couldn’t complete the
late-game comeback against the
York Lions on Saturday afternoon.
On Friday night, the Hawks
proved why they are the fourthranked offence in the Ontario University Athletics (OUA) as they
hammered the Gaels 96-76 en route
to their largest point spread of the
season since their first game —
against the newcomers, the Algoma
Thunderbirds — by a difference of
20 points.
“I thought we played well as offence tonight, we had a slow start,
but the guys played hard,” said
head coach Peter Campbell. “They
out-rebounded us and kept it close
through three quarters, and closer
than it had to be, but we moved the
ball well and our scorers scored, so
we pulled through.”
The offensive surge came courtesy of OUA all-star guard Max Allin, who poured in 27 points and
snatched 12 rebounds, and guard
Will Coulthard who chipped in 20
points of his own.
“We moved the ball really well,
and we have four, five or six potential scorers in our lineup, we just
have to get them going like we did at
the end tonight,” praised Campbell
on his superb offensive squad.
Despite the usual suspects of Allin and Coulthard putting up points
for the Hawks, the most notable
performance came from Cambridge,
Ont. rookie Jack Simmons, who
poured in a season-high 16 points,
including a monster dunk to cap the

night off.
“There has been some hitches in
my game, but I feel like I am getting better every game and tonight
I thought I played well,” said Simmons on his strong performance
against the Gaels. “It was a team effort though, we pushed the ball really well and beat them up and down
the court and that is where our success came from.”
The Golden Hawks have had a
tremendous offence thus far in the
season, but have been lackluster
on the defensive side of the court.
However, it appeared to be much
improved on Friday night.
“It’s something we have to keep
working on throughout the season,
and we will gradually improve on,”
said Campbell. Third-year guard
Jamar Forde echoed his coach’s
thoughts by saying the team appeared better defensively tonight.
“We were enthusiastic and followed our game plan, which was
great for defensive help tonight,”
added Forde. “Help on rebounding
and defense is important, and we
were good with it tonight.”
On the heels of a strong performance on Friday night, the Golden
Hawks failed to replicate the same
result as their admirable fourthquarter rally fell short to the York
Lions 90-83 on Saturday. Allin and
Forde both recorded double-doubles
for Laurier in the losing effort, as
Allin finished with 21 points and 12
rebounds while Forde had 21 points
and ten rebounds.
The Hawks remain even at a 3-3
record, good for second place in the
OUA West. Laurier looks to improve
on their record as they open up the
first of a four-game road trip against
the powerhouse and No. 1 nationally
ranked Carleton Ravens on Friday in
Ottawa.
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Mapping out the AC expansion
Peter Baxter, director of athletics and recreation at Wilfrid Laurier University said, “if you build it, people will come.”
On Nov. 13, people came to the newly renovated fitness centre which saw $5 million worth of renovations put into
it since Aug. 1, 2012. The money came from the student life levy (SLL) after a referendum was passed in Kyle Walker’s year as Students’ Union president, and was collected during the 2011 fiscal year.
The grand reopening on Nov. 13 featured notable people that helped with the project over the last few years, including current Students’ Union president Annie Constantinescu.
The fitness centre is nearly doubled in size at more than 20,000 square feet and features nearly $800,000 in more
equipment and a larger, open lobby featuring a mural of the history of Laurier athletics.

October 14, 2010
Reported that $62.02
from comprehensive
student services fees is
given to athletics per
semester.

January
19, 2011

February 9, 2011
Referendum for fitness centre expansion passes
in election. Each student paid $40.00 into the Student Life Levy (SLL) per semester in 2011. Party
chair for the fitness centre expansion component
of the SLL Matthew Rice said the AC will “provide
new opportunities in every aspect of [students’]
health and wellness.”

Baxter estimates
the expansion
will cost between
$5.2 and $5.5
million, but no
timetable is set.

May 18, 2011
Volleyball program is cut at WLU. Head
coach Shayne White questions funding.
“The issue seems to be space for intramurals. Well if that’s the issue, why did
they put forth a referendum to add $5
million in expansion to the athletic complex, but nothing toward the gymnasium?” The project will see the fitness centre expanded to include new equipment
and a second floor to the AC.

The first thing we’re doing is addressing
the capacity issue ... when you build it,
people will come.

May 30, 2012

– Peter Baxter, director of athletics and recreation

The $5-million dollar project’s plans
are finalized.

June 27, 2012

January 23, 2013

Students anxiously await the expansion. “People use the AC every day to
train, play intramurals and practice
for varsity sports,” Laura Tichonchuk,
a second-year kinesiology student
said. “If that space is limited, people
may not be as motivated. However in
the long run, the gym will be bigger
and better to accommodate everyone’s
needs.”

Six months into the project. In terms
of construction, there has only been
one minor delay at the beginning of
the process. When laying the steel
down, there was a large amount of
water flowing back, so the construction company had to build well reservoirs outside to pump out the water.

April 3, 2013
Deadline to open set for
Aug. 15th.

July 31, 2013
There is an alteration in the original deadline
of Aug. 15; the expansion now moves toward a
deadline of late August to early September because of challenging winter and spring months
with lots of rain and melting snow.

September 1, 2013
The completion date of the fitness centre has been pushed back
to mid-September from Aug. 15,
when only partial accessibility
will be permitted to students.

November 13, 2013
Grand opening of the AC.

Anybody who has used the gym before,
especially in January during ‘New Years’
resolution season,’ knows that it needs
more workout space. While a full year of
construction is going to be an inconvenience, I believe that the end result will be
worth it.
– Jordan Epstein, Laurier student
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